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Abstract 
The construction industry has deteriorated during the past 40 years. Up to 35 % of the 
production cost is from wastes. The manufacturing industry has had an opposite development, 
in many cases owing to the contributions of Lean Production and various assessment tools. The 
assessment tools evaluate manufacturing plants regarding their implementation of Lean, where 
from improvement strategies can be developed. The goal of the master thesis was to develop 
an assessment tool that could be used for evaluating Lean construction, which is emerging in 
the business. The assessment tool is called Rapid Site Assessment (RSA). 
 
The foundation of the RSA is the Rapid Plant Assessment (RPA) which is performed by taking 
a brief plant tour, in a team of expert researchers. 20 polar questions are coupled to eleven 
categories, evaluated to identify the plants potential and develop an improvement strategy. Five 
more assessment tools have been combined with the RPA and validated with Lean Construction 
and Lean references. 
 
The master thesis has been exploratory with a deductive approach, where qualitatively data was 
acquired. The assessment tool based on the literature review was tested at six different house-
building sites. Validity has been obtained by triangulation, a reviewing supervisor, and six 
different site tests. Reliability was guaranteed by distinguishing the line of work with help of 
an experienced supervisor, meticulous documentation, and regular guidance meetings. 
 
The result is the RSA consisting of 32 statements coupled to eleven categories: customer 
satisfaction; safety, environment, cleanliness and order; visual management; scheduling 
system; levels of inventory, use of space, and movement of material; teamwork and motivation; 
Condition and maintenance of equipment and tools; management of complexity and variability; 
supply chain integration; commitment to quality; commitment to continuous improvements. 
The six site tests revealed that the house-building industry has development potential. The 
interviews and the RSA evaluations were generally similar. 
 
The analysis showed that the RSA tests grasped the sites but was not sufficiently rich for a 
complete understanding. The assessment needed to be developed, and additional interviews 
were added to the assessment tool. The categories were mostly relevant, but interviews needed 
to be added to decrease biases, though this would include the interpretations of more individuals 
in the project. Comparing different professions perceptions would increase credibility. This 
could solve the issue that most data were gathered by communication with few employees on 
site, and not observations. Further, some statements also suited to many categories and could 
be broken up.  
 
The master thesis was thoroughly planned but some issues needed to be discussed. The thesis 
was independently performed, and the assessor was inexperienced in plants and construction 
sites which aggravated the assessments. The issues were solved by experience feedback from 
the research group and supervisor. Finally, the RPA was considered repetitive, resulting in a 
repetitive RSA, but this was not considered a problem though the data was analysed differently 
in the categories. However, the repetitiveness could aggravate performing an efficient report, 
which could decrease the readers creditability comprehension. In the future the RSA should be 
developed for different types of construction projects, roadworks and industries etc, and tested 
by other researchers to increase credibility. 
 
The master thesis demonstrated that the RSA could be developed by combining assessment 
tools, although it could not be performed in a brief tour. By adding interviews, credible 
improvement strategies can probably be developed from the RSA.  
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Sammanfattning 
Byggbranschen har försämrats under de senaste 40 åren där upp till 35% av 
produktionskostnaderna är resultat av spill. Tillverkningsindustrin har haft en motsatt 
utveckling, i många fall på grund av bidrag från Lean Produktion och olika bedömningsverktyg. 
Bedömningsverktygen utvärderar fabriker och organisationer i deras Lean-tillämpning, varifrån 
förbättringsstrategier kan utvecklas. Målet med examensarbetet var att utveckla ett 
utvärderingsverktyg som kan användas för att utvärdera Lean Konstruktion, som håller på att 
etableras i byggverksamheten. Bedömningsverktyget heter Rapid Site Assessment (RSA). 
 
Grunden av RSA är Rapid Plant Assessment (RPA) som utförs genom en rundvandring i en 
fabrik, i ett lag av experter. 20 ”ja eller nej”-frågor kopplas till elva kategorier för att identifiera 
fabrikernas potential och ta fram en förbättringsstrategi. Ytterligare fem bedömningsverktyg 
har kombinerats med RPA och validerats genom Lean Konstruktion- och Lean-referenser. 
 
Examensarbetet har varit utforskande med en deduktiv ansats, där kvalitativa data har 
inhämtats. Bedömningsverktyget, baserat på litteraturstudien, har testats på sex olika 
bostadsprojekt. Validitet har erhållits genom triangulering, en granskande handledare och sex 
olika byggarbetsplatstester. Reliabilitet har garanterats genom att definiera arbetsmetoder med 
hjälp av en erfaren handledare, noggrann dokumentering och kontinuerliga vägledningsmöten. 
 
RSA består av 32 påståenden kopplade till elva kategorier: kundnöjdhet; säkerhet, miljö, 
renlighet och ordning; visuell ledning; schemaläggningssystem; nivåer av inventarier, 
användning av utrymmen och rörelse av material; lagarbete och motivation; skick och underhåll 
av utrustning och verktyg; hantering av komplexitet och variabilitet; integration i 
försörjningskedjan; hängivelse till kvalitet; hängivelse till kontinuerliga förbättringar. De sex 
olika försöken visade att husbyggnadsindustrin har utvecklingspotential. Intervjuerna och RSA-
testerna var i allmänhet likartade. 
 
Analysen visade att RSA:n kunde utvärdera byggarbetsplatserna, men inte med tillräcklig 
rikedom för en fullständig förståelse. Bedömningsverktyget behövde utvecklas och ytterligare 
intervjuer lades till i verktyget. Kategorierna var mestadels relevanta, men intervjuer behövde 
adderas för att minska partiskhet, då detta skulle inkludera tolkningarna av fler individer i 
projektet. Det skulle kunna lösa problemet att de flesta uppgifter insamlades genom 
kommunikation med några få anställda på plats, och inte observationer. Att jämföra olika 
yrkesgruppers perspektiv skulle därmed öka trovärdigheten. Några påståenden tillämpades 
också i för många kategorier och kunde brytas upp. 
 
Examensarbetet var noggrant planerat men viss problematik behövde diskuteras. Avhandlingen 
utfördes självständigt och bedömaren var oerfaren av fabriker och byggarbetsplatser som i sin 
tur försvårade bedömningarna. Det löstes genom att använda erfarenhetsåterkoppling från 
forskargruppen och handledaren. Slutligen betraktades RPA som repetitiv, vilket resulterade i 
en repetitiv RSA, men detta ansågs inte vara ett problem då data analyserades olika i 
kategorierna. Däremot kunde upprepningarna försvåra upprättandet av en effektiv rapport, 
vilket skulle kunna minska läsarens trovärdighetsuppfattning. I framtiden bör RSA utvecklas 
för olika byggtyper, vägarbeten och industrier etc. och testas av andra forskare för att öka 
trovärdigheten. 
 
Examensarbetet demonstrerade att RSA kunde utvecklas genom att kombinera 
bedömningsverktyg, även om verktyget inte kunde utföras med en kort rundvandring. Genom 
att lägga till intervjuer kan trovärdiga förbättringsstrategier antagligen utarbetas från RSA. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
The construction industry has deteriorated, and the productivity has decreased during the last 
40 years (Aziz & Hafez, 2013). Another problem in the construction industry is the wastes, 
which can be up to 30-35 % of all production cost (Josephson & Saukkoriipi, 2005). The wastes 
are consequences of defects, focus on resource utilisation, and bad systems and structures 
(ibid.). The manufacturing industry has evolved better, in some cases due to the implementation 
of Lean, where Melton (2005) states that Lean increases the business performance. 
 
The best manufacturing plants work intensely with continuous improvements (Goodson, 2002), 
which is a factor of the industry’s development. Further, there are many assessment tools 
(Malmbrandt & Åhlström, 2013), that streamline the plants and their development. Numerous 
assessments, such as “An assessment of managerial commitment to Lean production” (Boyer, 
1996), “The use of Lean indicators for operations management in services” (Sanchez & Perez, 
2004), “Applying Lean manufacturing principles to information intensive services” (Apte & 
Goh, 2004), and “Defining Lean Production: Some Conceptual and Practical Issues” (Pettersen, 
2009), are used for improving Lean adoption. Similar assessments could be made for the 
construction industry, where Lean construction has been implemented for development (Aziz 
& Hafez, 2013). Many of the assessments can be performed by a brief plant tour, like the Rapid 
Plant Assessment (RPA) that is performed by observing a plant and communicating with the 
staff, to obtain data for rating the plant and conducting a report (Goodson, 2002). 
 
The construction industry could therefore benefit from developing improvement strategies. An 
assessment tool would highlight the construction sites improvement potentials. Assessing sites 
have already been performed with the Quality Rating Model (LCR) (Hofacker et al., 2008) 
which was a vital reference in the master thesis literature review, but additional tools are needed 
for continuous improvements. The foundation of the RSA was Goodson’s (2002) RPA. In 
addition to these, “Why (and How) to Take a Plant Tour” (Upton & Macadam, 1997), 
“Measuring the Leanness of an organisation” (Bhasin, 2011), “Defining and developing 
measures of Lean production” (Shah & Ward, 2007), and “An instrument for assessing Lean 
service adoption” (Malmbrandt & Åhlström, 2013), influenced the RSA. Together they formed 
an assessment tools that was intended to evaluate construction sites justly, with important 
aspects of Lean and Lean construction. 

1.2 Aim & Goal 
The thesis is designed to develop and test a methodology for assessing constructions sites, and 
evaluate if assessments tools, such as, Lean plant assessments, can be applied in the 
construction context. The aim of the master thesis is to develop and evaluate a model of 
identifying improvement strategies in construction sites. 
 
The goal of the master thesis is to develop an assessment tool that impartially can determine 
the performance of construction sites, called Rapid Site Assessment (RSA). The RSA should 
determine improvement needs at the site, as well as obtaining things that the site performs well. 
After performing the RSA, the construction site should be able to establish an improvement 
strategy. 
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1.3 Research questions 
The research questions are transformed from Goodson’s (2002) RPA. The research questions 
are a framework for analysis if it is possible to apply manufacturing assessments into 
construction site assessments. 
 

1. Is it possible to use the RPA, by combining it with other assessment tools, for assessing 
construction sites? 

 
2. Can an assessment be performed from a brief site tour of approximately an hour? 

 
3. Can the developed assessment tool generate reliable ratings, considering the complexity 

of construction sites?  
 

4. Can the construction site develop an improvement strategy after performing an RSA? 

1.4 Delimitations 
During the master thesis some delimitations have been determined. 
 

• The site visits in the master thesis have been delimitated to only house-building 
construction sites. Delimitating the visits to only house-building constructions sites will 
make the results comparable, and they can be analysed together. 

 
• The RSA have evaluated the performance of the construction sites, but the including of 

an economic performance measure has been delimitated. By including economic 
aspects, the project would have been too extensive for a master thesis, which could 
result in a decreased credibility. 
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2 Literature review  
The purpose of this thesis is to develop an assessment tool for construction sites based on Rapid 
Plant Assessment (RPA). The theoretical framework is developed based on assessment tools 
identified in the literature where main references are Goodson (2002), Upton & Macadam 
(1997), Bhasin (2011), Shah & Ward (2007), Malmbrandt & Åhlström (2013), and Hofacker et 
al. (2008). 

2.1 Literature review 

2.1.1 Read a Plant - Fast 

2.1.1.1 Background 

Goodson (2002) found the traditional way of assessing plants ineffective. He was impressed of 
how much his Japanese competitors, Toyota suppliers, had learnt from a brief visit in one of 
his company’s plants. During the visit of less than an hour the competitors summoned enough 
information to compose a detailed report of the plant’s technology and an accurate estimation 
of costs (ibid.). When senior managers of Goodson’s company visited the competitor’s plant 
almost nothing was learnt, that focused Goodson on educating the managers, and himself, in 
how to approach a plant to collect data, and RPA was developed (ibid.). 

2.1.1.2 Purpose 

RPA is used to gather data and analyse plants from a brief tour and can be used for 
benchmarking companies, analysing competitors, and evaluating the benefits of an acquisition 
(Goodson, 2002).  

2.1.1.3 Team  

The most credible way of performing an RPA is in a team, where each member of the team can 
then have the responsibility of primarily a few of the categories, in which the member has great 
expertise in (Goodson, 2002). The team should meet directly after the tour and develop a rating 
after sharing their impressions and observations, concluding the RPA (ibid.). 

2.1.1.4 Method 

The assessment is performed by taking a plant tour and by visually observing the plant and 
communicating with the staff data is collected (Goodson, 2002). 20 polar questions and eleven 
categories help the assessor in addressing important information (ibid.). During the assessment 
it is important not to take notes, since it distracts the members from obtaining data and facilitates 
communication (ibid.). The plant tour can be performed in 30 minutes and afterwards the team 
should discuss and reflect their discoveries (ibid.).  
 
2.1.1.4.1 Categories & Questions 

RPA’s 20 polar questions are of various perspective, and coupled to eleven categories 
(Goodson, 2002). The categories are: 

1. Customer satisfaction 
2. Safety, environment, cleanliness and order 
3. Visual management system 
4. Scheduling system 
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5. Use of space, movement of materials and product line flow 
6. Levels of inventory and work in progress 
7. Teamwork and motivation 
8. Condition and maintenance of equipment and tools 
9. Management of complexity and variability 
10. Supply chain integration 
11. Commitment to quality  

2.1.1.4.2 Rating 

The categories are individually rated from one to eleven, where rating one is poor and eleven 
is world class (Goodson, 2002). When added up a plant can score from eleven to 121 points 
(ibid.). The 20 coupled questions makes it simpler to acquire a fuller picture (ibid.).  

2.1.2 Why (and How) to Take a Plant Tour  

2.1.2.1 Purpose 

Plant tours executed strategically with a systematic approach can generate information and 
lesson learned that can be used to manage the company and streamline the future production 
capabilities (Upton & Macadam, 1997).  

2.1.2.2 Team  

The tours result can be improved by assessing the plant in a team, where the members have 
different specialities, though the members then will have different insights of the work (Upton 
& Macadam, 1997).  

2.1.2.3 Method 

According to Upton’s & Macadam (1997) the strategic tour is performed by using an organised 
framework and clear objectives, that visualises how work is done, however keeping an open 
mind can lead to unexpected learning (ibid.).  
2.1.2.3.1 Categories 
Why (and How) to take a Plant Tour is a four-part framework consisting of Strategic Role, 
Structural Alignment, Day-to-Day Management and Improvement Path, (Upton & Macadam, 
1997). 
 
2.1.2.3.1.1 Strategic role 
By communicating with staff and managers an understanding of the plants strategic role can be 
comprehended (Upton & Macadam, 1997). By comparing the workers and managements 
description of the strategic role an assumption of how well the information is being passed on, 
who gets the information, and if the workers understand their role can be made (ibid.). Thereby, 
it can be determined if the company’s strategic role has been understood by the staff (ibid.). 
Another issue to consider in the strategic role is the objective of the plant (ibid.). Sometimes 
companies can have objectives that are contradictory and not prioritised (ibid.). A plant cannot 
improve at everything, though this will result in multiple strategies (ibid.). This can also be 
determined by observing which performance measures that are being taken by the operators, 
where the performance measures should be aligned with the company’s objective (ibid.).  
 
2.1.2.3.1.2 Structural alignment 
The second part of the tool is Structural Alignment and consist of how well the plant is adapted 
to its’ strategic role (Upton & Macadam, 1997). To address this issue the equipment needs to 
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be evaluated (ibid.). By examining the machines and computer software and interviewing 
operators, the suitability and effectiveness can be assessed (ibid.). By collecting data of recent 
investments an opinion of its’ justification can be assessed (ibid.). Poor results of investments 
indicate that the company’s strategic role and structural alignment do not match (ibid.). 
Structural alignment is determined using the visitor’s vision and hearing and the operators who 
use the equipment will give the best leads of how they are performing (ibid.). 
 
2.1.2.3.1.3 Day-to-day management 
Day-to-Day Management consist of three levels: the plant’s processes; the computers and 
manual systems used for managing the processes; and the community of people (Upton & 
Macadam, 1997). Bad day-to-day management results in defective parts and variability in 
processes and can be avoided by working with proactive problem solving (ibid.). When 
assessing daily management, the order of machines, the frequency of mistakes, crisis and lost 
items, and the inventory near working stations should be evaluated (ibid.). The assessor can 
obtain data by communicating with the workers which suggests if the personal and management 
are closely united and if the plant is made up of mostly caretakers or craftspeople, wanting to 
develop the plant (ibid.). 
 
2.1.2.3.1.4 Improvement Path 
The last part to evaluate in the assessment tool is Improvement Path (Upton & Macadam, 1997). 
One thing to consider is if the company has an improvement strategy and if the managers and 
employees can describe it clearly (ibid.). It is important that the management understands why 
the improvements are being made, as well as it goes along with the company’s goals (ibid.). If 
the company’s goals and improvements do not align or the management are not sure what they 
want to improve there is imminent risk that the company has an unclear improvement strategy 
(ibid.). After evaluating the improvement strategy, it should be determined how the 
improvements are executed and if the management provides the correct resources (ibid.). The 
last thing to consider is if the organisation is suited for the upgrade and if the plant is eager to 
learn during the process (ibid.). 

2.1.3 Measuring the Leanness of an organisation  

2.1.3.1 Purpose 

Bhasin (2011) has developed a Lean framework that was set out to identify how far the 
organisation have come in implementing their work with Lean (ibid.). 

2.1.3.2 Team 

Bhasin (2011) never describes how the audit should be performed but mentions that the 
framework is developed to assist organisations in identifying their level of Lean adoption. 

2.1.3.3 Method 

The audit is performed by assessing 12 categories, where what to evaluate in each category is 
determined (Bhasin, 2011). Bhasin (2011) highlights, in his literature review, that Lean audits 
should be based on a review or inspection (Samuel, 2010).  

2.1.3.3.1 Categories 
Bhasin’s (2011) assessment tool is divided into 12 categories which are:  
 

1. Overall safety, Cleanliness and order; 
2. production and operation flow; 
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3. process and operations; 
4. visual management; 
5. quality designed into product; 
6. continuous improvement; 
7. Lean change strategy; 
8. Lean sustainability; 
9. culture – employee oriented; 
10. organisational culture – organisational practices; 
11. Lean treated as a business; and 
12. Lean philosophy. 

 
2.1.3.3.2 Rating 
In the assessment there are 104 individual indicators, linked to the different categories, that can 
be rated from zero to ten (Bhasin, 2011). The total score of the assessment can be from zero to 
1040 and determines how well the company has implemented the philosophy Lean (ibid.). 
There are seven different Lean stages according to Bhasin (2011), Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1, The different Lean stages (source: Bhasin, 2011, p.68) 

In the first Lean stage, Planning, there has been no implementation of the Lean philosophy at 
all (ibid.). In the Ideological stage the philosophy is implemented throughout the whole 
company and there is a strive for perfection where Lean is the way of working (ibid.). 

2.1.4 Rapid Lean Construction – Quality Rating Model (LCR)  

2.1.4.1 Purpose 

The rapid Lean Construction-quality Rating model (LCR) is a qualitative and quantitative 
assessment tool made for evaluating the Leanness of construction projects and companies 
(Hofacker et al., 2008).  

2.1.4.2 Team 

The assessment should be performed by two or more assessors which facilitates observations 
and questioning and decreases the possibility of biases (Hofacker et al., 2008). 

2.1.4.3 Method 

The assessment is a qualitative observation with a quantitative evaluation where the 
construction projects are rated from d-, the lowest rating with no Leanness, to aaa- which is the 
highest possible rating (Hofacker et al., 2008). The rating of the project is determined by filling 
in the LCR’s evaluation sheet, containing categories and evaluations points, after the site tour 
(ibid.). 
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2.1.4.4 Categories 

The evaluation sheet is divided into six categories which are (Hofacker et al., 2008): 
 

• Client Focus 
• Waste Consciousness 
• Quality 
• Material flow and pull 
• Organisation/ planning/ info flow 
• Continuous improvement, Kaizen  

2.1.4.5 Rating 

Each category has some evaluation points to consider and how well the project performs in 
each point can be rated from 0-6 (Hofacker et al. 2008). In total there are 30 evaluation points 
(ibid.). The average score, in percentage, for each category should later on be calculated, which 
makes it easy to see how the project performs in each category (ibid.). The average score should 
also be calculated for the whole evaluation sheet, so that the project can be classified according 
to the ratings in Figure 2 (ibid.). 
 

 
Figure 2, Classification according to LCR (source: Hofacker et al., 2008, p. 7) 

2.1.4.6 Background 

The LCR was created from two other assessment tools, RPA and A model for evaluating the 
degree of Leanness of manufacturing firms (Hofacker et al., 2008). In similarity with RPA: the 
tour should not take more than an hour; the evaluation sheet should not be filled out during the 
tour; information about the company/project should be gather beforehand; the tour is best 
performed with more than one person and the result should be assembled together of the team 
after the tour (Hofacker et al., 2008; Goodson, 2002). The other assessment tools, A model for 
evaluating the degree of Leanness of manufacturing firms, consist of two questionnaires, one 
for operations managers and one for top managers (Soriano-Meier & Forrester, 2001). The 
questionnaire for the operations managers measured the adoption of Lean production practice 
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in the organisation, production and operation functions (ibid.). The first questionnaire contains 
nine variables; the elimination of waste, continuous improvement, zero defects, Just-In-Time 
(JIT) deliveries, pull of materials, multifunctional teams, decentralisation, integration of 
functions, and vertical information systems (ibid.). The questionnaire for the top managers 
intended to measure the top managers commitment of working with Lean (ibid.). It consists of 
the variables commitment to JIT, Total Quality Management (TQM), quality leadership, group 
problem solving, training and worker empowerment (ibid.). The variables in both 
questionnaires were rated from one to seven where one was extremely bad and seven extremely 
good (ibid.).  

2.1.5 Defining and developing measures of Lean production  

2.1.5.1 Purpose 

The purpose of the assessment tool was to provide a measurement instrument for researchers 
to determine the level of Leanness in production systems (Shah & Ward, 2007). The assessment 
also suits as a tool for managers to evaluate their Lean production (ibid.) 

2.1.5.2 Team 

The assessment is performed like a self-assessment for managers, where 48 measure items are 
coupled with ten different categories (Shah & Ward, 2007).  

2.1.5.3 Method 

2.1.5.3.1 Categories 

• supplier feedback  
• JIT delivery by suppliers  
• supplier development 
• customer involvement  
• pull  
• continuous flow  
• set up time reduction 
• total productive/preventive maintenance  
• statistical process control  
• employee involvement (Shah & Ward, 2007) 

2.1.5.3.2 Rating 
All individual measurement items were evaluated from one to five, one being no 
implementation and five being complete implementation (Shah & Ward, 2007).  

2.1.5.4 Background 

Further, the method was developed to rate Lean production, resolving the confusion 
surrounding the concept (Shah & Ward, 2007). There is an absence of common definition of 
Lean production, which motivated the authors of developing an assessment tool (ibid.). It is 
believed that this is caused because Lean has developed over such a long time and that there 
are similar approaches to Lean production being intertwined (ibid.). According to the authors 
two usual ways of seeing Lean is from a philosophical view or from a set of tools, techniques 
and other sets of management practices (ibid.). These two different ways of understanding Lean 
do not necessarily conflict, but they create a vague concept of what Lean is (ibid.).  
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2.1.6 An instrument for assessing Lean service adoption 

2.1.6.1 Purpose 

Lean service is in its’ inception and therefor an instrument that can qualitatively validate the 
level of Lean service adoption was developed, which can be used by both researchers and 
practitioners (Malmbrandt & Åhlström, 2013). 

2.1.6.2 Team 

The instrument can be performed as a self-assessment team work (Malmbrandt & Åhlström, 
2013). 

2.1.6.3 Method 

The instrument was designed to permit being performed as a self-assessment (Malmbrandt & 
Åhlström, 2013). The assessment was divided into three identification items (ibid.). 
2.1.6.3.1 Identification items 
Malmbrandt & Åhlström (2013) have reviewed different Lean assessment tools and recognised 
that there are three different items that can be identified, enablers, Lean practices and 
performance. An assessment tool of Lean service should contain all the three items (ibid.). The 
enablers item significates the importance of achieving cultural and behaviour changes when 
adopting to Lean (ibid.). It is carried out by management commitment, training and time and 
resource allocation (ibid.). The item Lean practices refers to the way of working, if it is 
according to Lean principles, like for example standardisation, process mapping and if 
visualisation is used (ibid.). The last item, performance, focus on the results of Lean adoption 
such as productivity and time reduction (ibid.). 
2.1.6.3.2 Rating 
The assessment tool developed consist of 34 indices to evaluate, which are grouped into the 
three identification items (Malmbrandt & Åhlström, 2013). The assessment tool’s rating is 
carried out through maturity levels, with level one being no adoption and level five, the best 
rating, being exceptional, well-defined, innovative approach (ibid.). Each of these maturity 
levels are applied on all individual indices (ibid.). During the development the authors found 
that the assessment tool was able to evaluate high or low adoption and how the Lean service 
develops over time at a certain company (ibid.). 

2.2 Theoretical framework 
The Rapid Site Assessment (RSA) is developed by combining the previous assessment tools 
and customising them to the construction industry and Lean construction. The foundation of 
RSA is the RPA, developed by Goodson (2002). 

2.2.1 Purpose 
The purpose of performing an assessment in a house-building site is evaluating the performance 
and developing strategies to develop the site and the company. Therefore, Malmbrandt & 
Åhlström (2013), Shah & Ward (2007), Hofacker et al. (2008), Bhasin (2011), (Upton & 
Macadam, 1997), and Goodson (2002) all fulfil aspects of the RSA. Of the literature, Hofacker 
et al. (2008), Upton & Macadam (1997), and Goodson (2002) proposes assessment purposes 
that could be used in the house-building industry. Hofacker et al. (2008) has developed a tool 
addressed to the construction industry and Upton & Macadam (1997) and Goodson (2002) state 
that their assessments are developed for streamlining and benchmarking companies. 
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2.2.2 Team 
The assessment should be performed in a team, though this decreases the risks of biases and 
facilitates the information acquisition (Hofacker et al., 2008). When an assessment is performed 
by a team the different members should have different specialities, which increases the 
credibility (Upton & Macadam, 1997). 

2.2.3 Method 
Assessments can be performed by taking a tour and observing and communicating with the 
plant’s employees (Goodson, 2002). What to determine during the tour is acknowledged from 
questions and categories (ibid.). After the tour the team evaluates the polar questions and fills 
in the coupled category sheet (ibid.). It is important not to note during the tour, because 
important information can then be missed, and it complicates the communication (ibid.). After 
the categories are rated a report can be developed from the categories and questions (ibid.). The 
RSA will be performed similarly, but with statements instead of questions. 

2.2.3.1 Rating 

The polar questions form the foundation of the RPA (Goodson, 2002). A “yes” should only be 
determined if everything in the question is absolutely fulfilled (ibid.). This seemed too definite 
for the complex construction industry (Koskela et al., 2002; Salem et al., 2006). The complexity 
and the early stage of many Lean construction tools and elements (Salem et al., 2006) resulted 
in a numerical rating approach. A scale rating suited the RSA better, like used in the Rapid 
Lean Construction – quality Rating Model (LCR) (Hofacker et al., 2008) and Measuring the 
Leanness of an organisation (Bhasin, 2011).  
 
The rating of the categories in the developed RSA were adapted from Malmbrandt & 
Åhlström’s (2013) majority levels, Table 1. The rating was believed to suit the RSA and 
facilitated the evaluation of an inexperienced assessor, considering that the different levels 
where accurately described. 
 
Table 1, Maturity levels (Malmbrandt & Åhlström, 2013, p. 1151) 

Level Generic definition of majority levels 
Level 1 No adoption: problems are often explicit and solutions often focus on 

symptoms instead of causes. 
Level 2 General awareness: start of searching for proper tools and methods, problem 

solving is becoming more structured. Informal approach in a few areas with 
varying degrees of effectiveness. 

Level 3 Systematic approach: most areas involved, but at varying stages. 
Experimentation using more and more tools and methods and employees start 
following-up work using metrics. 

Level 4 On-going refinement: all areas involved, but at varying stages. Improvement 
gains are sustained. 

Level 5 Exceptional, well-defined, innovative approach: all areas are involved at the 
advanced level. Improvement gains are sustained and challenged 
systematically. Innovative solutions to common problems, recognized as best 
practice/role model. 
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2.2.4 RSA categories 

2.2.4.1 Customer Satisfaction 

Customer satisfaction is a fundamental category that can be determined by observing the staff 
and their understanding of the customer’s needs (Goodson, 2002). In Lean adoption it is vital 
to specify the customer value (Womack & Jones, 2003), and Alarcón, Diethelm, Rojo & 
Calderón (2011) imply that an implementation barrier of Lean construction is lack of integration 
between the production and clients. Upton and Macadam (1997) concur the customers strategic 
role, as one of the key stakeholders. This makes customer satisfaction a prerequisite. Plants 
with high customer satisfaction tend to appreciate visitors and make the tours exceptional 
experiences (Goodson, 2002). Thereby, the visitors leave with a feeling of positivity and respect 
of the facility (ibid.). If the staff is receptive to both internal and external customers, it is likely 
that the company has a customer focus (ibid.). Posted performance measures indicate that the 
company values their customer’s needs (ibid.).  

2.2.4.2 Safety, Environment, Cleanliness, and Order 

The Safety, Environment, Cleanliness, and Order-category, often determined by observations, 
summarises how production handles equipment, inventory and the working environment 
(Goodson, 2002). Upton (1997) emphasises the importance of the machine’s effectiveness, 
which is dependent of how it is being handled. Tools, inventory, flows and processes should 
distinctively be labelled, while the working environment should be well lit with good air quality 
and reasonable noise levels (Goodson, 2002). All components of the product should be treated 
with equal care, since parts that are lost leads to delays and waiting time for new deliveries, 
despites the expensiveness of the part (ibid.). 
 
Salem, Solomon, Genaidy & Minkarah (2006) discovered, in their case study, that workers 
regularly need to be reminded of safety issues, when working with Lean construction. Safety 
should be dealt with safety action plans like for example with lists of main risk (ibid.). 
According to Chan & Chan (2004) safety and health is one of the key indicators of how 
successful the project has been. Sacks, Treckmann & Rozenfeld (2009) states that predicting 
safety issues is a requirement in Lean construction.  

2.2.4.3 Visual management system 

In many ways the productivity in plants can be streamlined by using visual management 
systems (Goodson, 2002). Things such as visual working instructions, quality and productivity 
charts, maintenance records can increase productivity (ibid.). Salem et al. (2006) recons that 
mobile signs, commitment charts, and project milestones are tools of Lean construction and 
their visualisation tools indicated good results during the case study. Goodson (2002) mentions 
that indicators of Lean management systems can be Kanban scheduling, color-coded production 
lines and places displaying member names, vacation schedules and status board with current 
progress of ongoing processes.  

2.2.4.4 Scheduling system 

When assessing the scheduling system, the pace of each process in the production line is a key 
indicator of how well the plant is performing (Goodson, 2002). The last process of the 
production line usually controls the pace of processes upstream (ibid.). It is important that 
downstream stakeholders are involved in upstream decision in Lean construction, so that lead 
times can be reduced (Koskela, Howell, Ballard & Tommelein, 2002). This can be 
accomplished by using reverse phase scheduling, which is when sub-contractors plan the 
project together and can see how they affect each other (Salem et al., 2006). Alarcón et al. 
(2011) considers that this can be a barrier of implementing Lean construction. If the production 
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implements this, unnecessary inventory will be kept from building up, quality will improve, 
and downtime will reduce (Goodson, 2002).  

2.2.4.5 Use of Space, Movement of Materials, and Product Line Flow  

The most efficient product line flows are laid out in a straight line (Goodson, 2002). Three 
difference between manufacturing and the construction industry is on-site production, one-of-
kind projects, and complexity (Salem et al., 2006), which makes it difficult to work in straight 
line flows. Instead, the assembly workstations are moved through the product in Lean 
construction (Koskela et al., 2002). Lean construction has unique and complex projects taking 
place in uncertain environment with time and scheduler pressure (Howell, 1999). However, 
equipment and materials should be stored near the stations and the stations should be close 
together (Salem et al. 2006; Goodson, 2002). The material should only be moved once and 
when moved stored in suitable containers (Goodson, 2002). Forklifts should be avoided if 
possible, though they need wide aisles and use much space (ibid.). They also bring other 
negative aspects such as cost, worse working environment and encourage unnecessary 
movement of materials (ibid.). Forklifts are not common in construction, but cranes are. 
According to Salem et al. (2006) the inventory should be placed to reduce crane movements by 
introducing a material layout design.  

2.2.4.6 Levels of Inventory and Work in Process 

The level of inventory should be kept at a minimum (Goodson, 2002). By counting the parts in 
and out of two successively workstations and timing them, the time of the parts produced stored 
at the next process can be calculated (ibid.). In construction the workstations are moved in the 
product (Koskela et al., 2002), and therefor levels of inventory can be harder to determine. 
However, a requirement of Lean construction is JIT-deliveries (Sacks et al., 2009). JIT makes 
it possible to pull materials, which is used in Lean construction (Howell, 1999). By 
communicating with people on the site it is possible to obtain information of how well the 
scheduling and material supply are coupled. In the best-case scenario, the parts are used 
instantly when arriving at a new station (Goodson, 2002). Large inventory occupies space and 
should therefore be avoided (ibid.). Excessive inventory is a waste (Liker, 2004) and in Lean 
construction waste should be eliminated (Koskela et al., 2002; Salem et al., 2006), although it 
is important that the buffers are sized to absorb variability (Koskela et al., 2002).  

2.2.4.7 Teamwork and Motivation  

Plants with motivated staff tend to be recognisable for their focus on goals and productivity and 
quality, their knowledge in their jobs and eagerly sharing information with customers and 
visitors (Goodson, 2002). A short conversation with a motivated employee will result in greater 
understanding of the plant (ibid.). Other things to consider during the tour is posters that 
encourage teamwork (ibid.). The posters could for example contain information of group 
training the staff performs together, quality and productivity improvements or contributions to 
charitable organisations (ibid.). It is important not only to consider the posters but talk to the 
personal as well (ibid.). According to Howell (1999) Lean construction supports the 
development of teamwork and Salem et al. (2006) mentions that Lean techniques are dependent 
of it. Throughout projects communication and team efforts are important (ibid.). Teamwork and 
motivation also support new ideas, banishing unused employee creativity, which is a waste 
according to Womack & Jones (2003). 

2.2.4.8 Condition and Maintenance of Equipment and Tools  

In high-performing plants tools are well maintained, cleaned and stored in their correct place 
(Goodson, 2002). When working in Lean construction total preventive maintenance should be 
conducted (Salem et al., 2006). If the equipment is not maintained properly, they can break 
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resulting in waiting, which is a type of waste according to Liker (2004). Therefor the purchase 
and maintenance date of the equipment should be visual and posted (Goodson, 2002). This 
increases the operators understanding in when to expect maintenance and signals that the 
machinery is important and should be well taken care of (ibid.). By communicating with the 
employees, information about how well the machines perform can be discovered (ibid.). A 
suitable question to ask when communicating is how involved the machine operators are when 
new machinery or parts are ordered (ibid.). The operators have the greatest experience of 
working with the equipment and a benefit from involving them is increasing the morale (ibid.). 
Another indicator of how well the machines are being taken care of is comparing their age with 
how worn they are (ibid.). New equipment that looks old has not been taken care of as it is 
supposed to (ibid.).  

2.2.4.9 Management of Complexity and Variability  

The most successful plants handle complexity and variability efficiently (Goodson, 2002). 
There systems are developed to be simple and fast to operate, with little down-time (ibid.). 
Salem et al. (2006) states that fail-safe actions can be implemented on sites in Lean 
construction. Complexity and variability can be one of the more difficult categories to observe 
during a tour, but there are some indicators (Goodson, 2002). If the personal is constantly noting 
information by hand or in a computer there is a risk of that the company handles complexity 
and variability inefficiently (ibid.). Another indicator is considering the parts that go into 
different products (ibid.). The Leanest companies can use the same parts and still develop 
different products (ibid.). In the best plants the machines signal if the operators do something 
wrong (ibid.). Variability is difficult in Lean construction because there are a limited number 
of solutions and the working teams work in variable speeds (Howel, 1999). The first goal of 
Lean construction should thereby be understanding the variations along the supply and 
assembly chain (ibid.) The variability can be dealt with by using an adequate backlog and try 
to maintain excessive capacity in the work crews (ibid.). Variability can also be dealt with by 
selecting, sizing, and locating buffers to absorb it (Koskela et al., 2002). By communicating 
with the employees an understanding of the plants complexity and variability can be 
accomplished (Goodson, 2002).  

2.2.4.10 Supply Chain Integration 

A common factor for successful plants is that they usually work closely with a small number 
of suppliers (ibid.). This is something that should be adopted in Lean construction as well, 
where Alarcón et al. (2008) recons a common deficiency is lack of integration in the production 
chain. Salem et al. (2006) suggest that the complexity, when working with Lean construction, 
can be simplified by choosing appropriate suppliers early in the design face. The number of 
different suppliers can be observed by examining the inventory and how many different labels 
can be seen (Goodson, 2002). When assessing the supply chain integration, it is necessary to 
communicate with the staff and understand how the suppliers are paid and when parts are 
ordered (ibid.). For example, one effective technique of working with the suppliers is pull 
scheduling (ibid.), which is possible with JIT which is a requirement of Lean construction 
(Sacks et al., 2009).  

2.2.4.11 Commitment to Quality and Continuous Improvements 

Continuously improving productivity and quality are requirements of Lean (Goodson, 2002) 
and Lean construction (Alarcón, 2014). Five steps of obtaining continuous improvement are: 
set goals; measure performance; evaluate measured performance; take actions; and share the 
information in the organisation (ibid.). RPA is considered to lack in the evaluation of 
continuous improvement (Bhasin, 2011; Pakdil & Leonard, 2013), which resulted in a greater 
adaption of Upton’s & Macadam’s (1997), Malmbrandt’s & Åhlström’s (2013) and Bhasin’s 
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(2011) improvement assessment, in the RSA. However, it is believed that Goodson (2002) 
briefly discusses it but misses out on the systematic work of continuous improvement. 
Companies who unceasingly work to improve their production can be observed from indicators 
such as: staff referring to their processes with names; and prominently posting 
accomplishments, goals and visions (Goodson, 2002). At each working station work 
instructions, customer satisfaction, production levels, quality, safety, vacation schedule and the 
level of the operator’s education should be observable, improving the commitment to quality 
(ibid.), which is a key factor in Lean construction (Koskela et al., 2002; Salem et al., 2006). 
Commitment to quality encourages decreasing wastes, like for example defect products or scrap 
leftovers from the processes (Goodson, 2002). Successful plants shines a light on wastes, so 
that the fundamental fault can be determined and solved (ibid.). A conversation with the 
personal can determine how plants deal with wastes and how start-ups are developed and 
managed (ibid.), visualising the improvement work.  
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3 METHOD 

3.1 Research Purpose 
The study is exploratory since the purpose of this study is to develop a new tool for assessing 
construction sites. The nature of the exploratory research questions is often “what” or “how” 
(Yin, 2006/2007). Unlike to descriptive or explanatory, exploratory studies aim to design and 
develop new inventions and hypothesise for further research (ibid.) The three different types 
can overlap, and therefore the research can adjust to more than one of the categories(ibid.).  
 
Descriptive research usually aims to answer the questions “who”, “what”, “where”, “when” or 
“how” and is executed to develop profiles of events, people and situations (Saunders, Lewis, 
Thornhill, 2016). It is descriptive and portrays a clear picture of a phenomenon (ibid.). 
Explanatory research answers the question “why” or “how”. Explanatory studies are used to 
investigate relationships between variables (ibid.). 
 
The master thesis’ aim is to develop the Rapid Site Assessment (RSA) for constructions sites, 
making an exploratory study suitable. The study answered what needs to be evaluated at a 
construction site and how a tool for that purpose could be set up. Yin (2006/2007) recons an 
exploratory study can develop new inventions. However, there is a possibility that the study 
results in that there is nothing worth pursuing (Saunders et al., 2016), emphasising that it in fact 
can be used for new developments. 

3.2 Research Approach 
Three ways of approaching the research is deductive, inductive and abductive (Saunders et al., 
2016). The way that the theory is used in the study is different in the cases (ibid.). A deductive 
approach uses the theory to create one or more hypotheses, gathers the data to maintain a result 
(ibid.). The hypotheses are then compared with the result, which can then be approved or 
disapproved (ibid.). In an inductive approach the theory is made up of the conclusions of the 
results (ibid.). The results can often be made from observations (ibid.). In a study the approach 
is usually not completely inductive or deductive, they can be used together (Bryman, 
2016/2018). Another approach to research is abductive. Abduction is a combination of 
induction and deduction. When performing abductive research, it is possible to move back and 
forth between theory and result (Saunders et al., 2016).  
 
The approach applied in the master thesis is deductive. The assessment tool was developed 
from the theory, as a form of hypotheses, and then tested at the sites. A lot of data was acquired 
in the beginning of the project, to develop the RSA. Observations and interviews were later 
used to test the developed tool and increase validity. The result was analysed, and the RSA was 
refined from the data collected at the sites visits, while considering the literature review. The 
process can be seen in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3, The deductive approach to the project. The grey boxes are literature, blue project 

performed activities, and white different developments of the RSA. 

3.3 Research Strategy 
The data in a study can be collected quantitatively or qualitatively (Saunders et al., 2016). There 
are some distinctive differences between a quantitative strategy and a qualitative strategy 
(ibid.). Quantitative data is usually seen upon as studies based on numerical data were analyses 
can be conducted by using statistics and graphs (ibid.). Qualitative data is often information 
collected from words, both spoken and written, and images (ibid.). Examples of methods to 
collect qualitative data are interviews and observations (ibid.). In qualitative research much 
information is gathered, making it necessary to categorise the data (ibid.). Thereby a data 
structure can be maintained making it easier to answer the research questions (ibid.). From the 
data acquired an idea can be formed, making conceptualisation a method of working with 
qualitative data (ibid.).  
 
The thesis was made up of mostly qualitative data, though the theory and empiricism were 
collected from books, scientific articles, interviews and archival documentation from previous 
workshops and site observations. The RSA was a new method tested in the construction context. 
Qualitative information had been collected and analysed for the development of RSA.  

3.4 Reliability and Validity 
The credibility of a study can be determined by evaluating the research construct validity, 
internal validity, external validity and reliability (Yin, 2018). Internal validity is only applicable 
for explanatory studies and involves building credibility in the established relationships (ibid.).  
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Construct validity ensures the credibility of the data collected (Yin, 2018). The information that 
is gathered in a case study is often subjectively chosen, which affects the result (ibid.). There is 
also a risk of designed measurements are not operational, resulting in low research credibility 
(ibid.). To ensure credibility in construct validity many references determining the same thing 
can be used, a chain of evidence can be built up and the work can continuously be reviewed by 
an informant (ibid.). Merriam (2009) recons this as triangulation and ensures that it can be used 
to achieve validity. Further there are different types of triangulation, multiple methods, multiple 
sources of data, multiple informants and multiple theories to confirm findings (ibid.). In this 
thesis many references establishing the same thing have been used. The data that has been 
collected has been from different sources, scientific articles, interviews and observations, as a 
method of triangulation. The investigator has been handed documents of a workshop of 
construction assessments, from an earlier workshop held by Martin Rudberg, professor in 
construction logistics. The workshop have been used to increase the investigators knowledge 
in the subject, and a source to obtain construct validity. The research study has been supervised 
by a supervisor, Jarkko Erikshammar, adjunct university lecturer in construction management, 
who has helped identify suitable literature for the project. To confirm the sources validity, they 
have been crosschecked with each other, which Merriam (2009) states is a type of triangulation.  
 
External validity encounters the possibility of generalising the research result extensively, 
beyond the performed study (Yin, 2006/2007). To ensure external validity it is evident that the 
tests are replicated in different environments, ensuing in the same result, for the research to be 
generalisable (ibid.). Another way of providing external validity is developing research 
questions which help the inclination of seeking generalisation (Yin, 2018). According to Yin 
(2018) case studies favour the research question “how” and “why”. Further, Yin (2018) claims 
that studies that do not have these questions can be more difficult to ensure generalisation. In 
this research external validity has been accomplished by choosing “how” research question and 
testing the RSA in six different construction sites and environments. After the RSA had been 
performed interviews were held, so that the result of the RSA could be compared with the site 
management and workers perception of the site. The results of the six different tests and 
comparison with the interviews have been similar, and the therefore the findings are believed 
to be generalisable in assessments of house-building sites.  
 
Reliability is crucial for a credible research and has the goal of reducing errors and bias (Yin, 
2018). To obtain reliability it is vital to document all work done (ibid.). If the study were to be 
done all over again the investigator should be able to perform the same research which would 
result in the same outcome (ibid.). Another way of evaluating the reliability is if the investigator 
is able to perform the same research over again with the same result (ibid.). Reliability can be 
gained if the investigator conducts the research as if everything is being audited (ibid.). In the 
master thesis documentation has been meticulous and the studies method have been 
distinctively distinguished. Also, the supervisor, Jarkko Erikshammar, has assisted the project 
and helped developed a method that could be redone with the same research and result. The 
investigator has been guided in the project by continuous communication and meetings. 

3.5 Information Acquisition 

3.5.1 Literature study 
During the research data has been collected using the internet. The information gathered has 
mainly been from scientific articles, located with Google Scholar or the search engine presented 
by Luleå University of Technology. Additional information has been obtained by books and e-
books. The references were found using search words such as: assessment; construction sites; 
Lean; Lean construction; efficiency; measure; rating; and management. The scientific articles 
have been selected from how many times they were cited and then critically reviewed to ensure 
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credibility. Another aspect that has been consider is if they contribute to the study. Snowball 
sampling have been used throughout the study. According to Saunders et al. (2016) snowball 
sampling is a method were new references can be found by reading understanding the initial 
references. The major article used for snowball sampling was “An instrument for assessing 
Lean service adoption" (Malmbrandt & Åhlström, 2013).  
 
The six different assessment tools in the master thesis have mainly been chosen from how well 
they fit the study. “Read a Plant – Fast”, also called Rapid Plant Assessment (RPA) (Goodson, 
2002) was used because the researcher had successfully performed the assessment once in a 
university course and was familiar with how it worked. “Why (and How) to take a Plant Tour” 
(Upton & Macadam, 1997) explained how plant tours could be performed and was used for 
background information. “Measuring the Leanness of an organisation” (Bhasin, 2011), “Rapid 
Lean Construction – Quality Rating Model (LCR)” (Hofacker et al., 2008), “Defining and 
developing measures of Lean production” (Shah & Ward, 2007), and “An instrument for 
assessing Lean service adoption” (Malmbrandt & Åhlström, 2013) all had points coupled to 
their different categories, like the RPA. All points were gone through and adapted in the RSA, 
so all fields of Lean could be implemented in the new assessment tool. The LCR (Hofacker et 
al., 2008) was also used because it was a tool addressed for the construction industry. Bhasin’s 
(2011) and Malmbrand & Åhlström’s (2013) tools had interesting rating methods that were 
adopted in the RSA. “Defining and developing measures of Lean production” (Shah & Ward, 
2007) was also interesting though the authors claimed to have establish an instrument that could 
address Lean, despite Lean’s vague description. Most of the assessment tools have also been 
cited many times, Table 2. 
 
Table 2, The six different assessment tools with number of citations in 2019. 

Assessment tool Citations 
Read a Plant – Fast (Goodson, 2002) 175 
Why (and How) to take a Plant Tour (Upton & Macadam, 1997) 35 
Measuring the Leanness of an organisation (Bhasin, 2011) 102 
Rapid Lean Construction – Quality Rating Model (LCR) (Hofacker et al., 2008) 167 
Defining and developing measures of Lean production (Shah & Ward, 2007) 1887 
An instrument for assessing Lean service adoption (Malmbrandt & Åhlström, 
2013) 98 

3.5.2 Experience feedback 
Additional data has been acquired through the workshop provided by Martin Rudberg, 
professor in construction logistics at Linköping University. The workshop documents contained 
thoughts of how eight professionals believed the RPA could be transformed to be able to be 
used in the construction industry. Martin Rudberg’s research group had tried to develop the 
Rapid Site Assessment (RSA) in 2017, but the work had been postponed. The workshop was 
used as experience feedback in the master thesis and was validated with Lean construction and 
Lean references. Combined with different assessment tools it was used to construct a credible 
study, as a part of triangulation. The workshop data helped the researcher in determining 
important data, that could be validated through references. It also helped the researcher to 
identify relevant assessment tools for the study. 

3.5.3 Interviews 
According to Merriam (2009) interviews can be structured, semi structured or 
unstructured/informal. Further, Merriam (2009) explains that structured interviews have 
predetermined questions and with predetermined order and can be seen upon as an oral form of 
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a survey. In addition, the semistructured interview guides contain loosely structured questions, 
the questions have no predetermined order and all questions are flexible (Merriam, 2014). The 
unstructured/informal interview is more like a conversation, with open-ended questions and is 
flexible and exploratory (ibid.).  
 
The interview method used in the master thesis was semistructured with some predetermined 
questions. By using a semistructured interview the researcher can respond to situations, 
ensuring a wider perspective and new ideas can arise (Merriam, 2009). The aim of the 
interviews is to compare the result of the RSA at each construction site with how the 
interviewees consider the site. The interviewees will be closely linked with the construction site 
and the targeted respondents have experience from the construction sector. These interviews 
will be performed to add validity to the research, resulting in greater credibility.  
 
A key for credible interviews is asking good questions (Merriam, 2009). Merriam (2009) 
believes that pilot interviews can be crucial for trying out the questions. The questions need to 
be easily understood by the interviewee and interpreted the same by all interviewees (ibid.). 
There are some things to avoid during interviews, which are asking multiple questions 
simultaneously, leading questions and yes-or-no questions (ibid.). Leading questions should be 
avoided because they reveal assumptions and biases of the interviewer, asking multiple 
questions risks that the interviewee only answers part of the question and yes-or-no questions 
often do not give much information (ibid.). To avoid asking the wrong questions these facts 
have been taken under consideration during the interviews and the semistructured interview 
guide have been thoroughly formulated and inspected by the project supervisor. 
 
According to Saunders et al. (2016) recording the interviews can be of advantage, but the 
interviewer should also take notes. This is partly because the audio-recording can fail but also 
for the interviewer to maintain concentration and be able to summarise the interview back to 
the interviewee (ibid.). Saunders et al. (2016) also recons that taking notes visualises the 
importance of the interview for the interviewee. There are also some disadvantages of recording 
interviews such as the time required to transcribe, technical problems and that recordings can 
inhibit the interviewees responses (Saunders et al., 2016). During the study the interviews have 
been recorded if the respondent has accepted this and in some interviews, notes have been taken. 

3.5.4 Observations 
During the study six on-site observations have been performed. The on-site observations have 
taken place on construction sites managed by different companies. What that has been observed 
was specified from the developed RSA which suited as an observation guide. According to 
Merriam (2009) the researcher can decide ahead of time what to observe in the observation, for 
example people, behaviour or certain events. Common factors to observe are physical settings, 
participants, activities and interactions and your own behaviour (ibid.), which have all been 
considered during the observations in the research. The role of observer in the study have been 
complete observer, meaning that the observer’s mission is only to observe and not participate. 
However, Saunders et al. (2016) claims that the purpose of the observation should be concealed 
in a complete observation, making the observation in this study somewhat categorised as 
observer as participant, though the observer’s intentions were revealed. During the on-site 
observations notes where not taken. Therefore, primary observations were not obtained, which 
is data noted down directly in comparison to secondary observations which is information noted 
after the observation (Saunders et al., 2016). Secondary observations were performed as notes 
and where summarised and concluded after the observation. Secondary observations involve 
the observer’s interpretations (ibid.). Other data that were collected was experiential and 
contextual data. Experiential data is perceptions of the experienced process and contextual data 
is data related to the research settings, for example organisational structures (ibid.). After the 
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observations had been performed, interviews with the site employees where conducted. The 
interviews where performed, as an act of triangulation, to sustain validity, a usual conjunction 
to substantiate findings according to Merriam (2009).  

3.6 Development concept of the Rapid Site Assessment 
The RSA has been developed by combining the assessment tools in the literature review and 
applying them in the construction industry. First, a pilot assessment tool was developed from 
the RPA (Goodson, 2002) and the workshop provided by Martin Rudberg. The pilot was 
intended to develop the assessor’s knowledge in assessments and briefly evaluate if the 
literature review could be applied in the construction industry. The pilot was successful and 
further developed with the references of the literature review. The developed RSA was later on 
tested at six different sites and afterwards analysed. The analysis led to a final refined version 
of the RSA. 

3.7 Case Study 

3.7.1 Pilot site 
The pilot site was located in northern Sweden. The building was in the early construction phase 
and produced traditionally in concrete. The facility that was being constructed was a student 
apartment house. The building was constructed by one of the bigger construction companies 
from Sweden, with about 18 000 employees and 55 billion SEK in turnover internationally.  
 
The site was chosen to evaluate how the RSA performed in assessing traditional construction 
sites. It was also interesting in trying out the assessment tool in a site located in northern 
Sweden. 

3.7.2 Site A 
Site A belonged to an industrialised department of one of the bigger construction companies in 
Sweden and was located in the middle part of Sweden. The company had a turnover of 52 
billion SEK and had about 15 000 employees internationally. The industrialised department 
worked with concrete and a high level of prefabrication and had their own framework building 
system. The facilities being produced was apartment houses. 
 
The site was chosen to evaluate how the RSA performed when assessing industrialised concrete 
sites. It was also interesting in trying out the assessment tool in a site located in the middle of 
Sweden. 

3.7.3 Site B 
Site B belonged to the same company and department as site A and was chosen because of the 
same reasons. The facilities being produced were apartment houses. 

3.7.4 Site C 
Site C belonged to a company working in the middle and southern Sweden which has about 
500 employees and a turnover of 2,6 billion SEK. The site was located in southern part of 
Sweden and used a high level of prefabrication. The facility that was being constructed was an 
apartment house in concrete. 
 
The site was chosen to test the RSA in a project in southern Sweden and with a company that 
worked with high levels of prefabrication but did not have their own building system. 
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3.7.5 Site D 
Site D was the same site as the pilot site. 

3.7.6 Site E 
Site E belonged to a department of a bigger company that had a turnover of 161 billion SEK 
and 40 000 employees internationally. The department worked with prefabricated wood 
modules and the site was located in the middle of Sweden. The facility that was being produced 
was an apartment house. 
 
The site was chosen because of the departments production method, where the RSA could be 
evaluated in an industrialised site. 

3.7.7 Site F 
Site F belonged to contractor that has developed working with Virtual Design and Construction 
(VDC). The site was located in the middle part of Sweden and the facility being produced was 
a student apartment house produced from prefabricated concrete parts. The company had a 
turnover of 10 billion and 1700 employees in Sweden. 
 
The site was chosen to evaluate a house-building site that worked with VDC intensely, and if 
that affected the result of the RSA. 
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4 Result 

4.1 RSA tool 

4.1.1 Purpose 
The purpose of the RSA is evaluating the performance of a constructions site from a brief tour 
performed by a team of researchers or consultants. By assessing the site, strengths and weakness 
will be found. Afterwards the organisation and construction companies should be able to 
determine the categories they need to improve in and what to decide on in their improvement 
strategy. 

4.1.2 Team 
Preferably the RSA is performed in a team, where the different team members have different 
specialities. The members will then focus on their categories. By using specialist, the validity 
and reliability is increased in the assessment. 

4.1.3 Method 
The RSA is performed by taking a brief tour of the constructions site. The team should know 
and remember the statements and categories of the tool, while assessing the constructions site. 
Still, it is important to keep an open mind because additional information can be learnt. The 
tour should at the most take an hour. During the tour the site will be observed, and the team 
will communicate with management and workers. After the assessment is finished the team will 
fill in the statement sheet. The statements are linked to the categories and can be rated from one 
to five, Table 3.  
 
Table 3, Rating of the statements. 

Rating Perception 
1 Totally disagree 
2 Disagree 
3 Halfway 
4 Agree 
5 Totally agree 

 
After the statement sheet is filled in all individual categories should be rated. The ratings from 
the statement sheets are used as reminders. This makes it possible to a perform a more exact 
rating of each category. The individual statements will be of different importance in different 
sites, depending on the complexity and size of the construction projects. Each category will be 
evaluated from “no adoption” to “Exceptional” in five steps, Table 4. 
 
Table 4, Rating of categories. 

Points Rating Description 

1 No 
adoption There	is	no	adoption	of	Lean. 

2 General 
awareness 

The	construction	site	has	started	searching	for	proper	tools	and	
methods	and	adapting	to	Lean.	Informal	approach	in	a	few	areas	
with	varying	degrees	of	effectiveness. 
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3 Systematic 
approach 

Most	statements	are	utilised,	but	at	varying	stages.	
Experimentation	using	more	tools	and	methods	and	employees	
are	adapting	more	of	a	Lean	behaviour. 

4 On-going 
refinement  

All	areas	involved,	but	at	varying	stages.	Improvement	gains	are	
sustained. 

5 Exceptional 

All	areas	are	involved	at	an	advanced	level.	Improvement	gains	
are	sustained	and	challenged	systematically.	Innovative	
solutions	to	common	problems,	recognized	as	best	practice/role	
model. 

 
After evaluating all categories, the points can be added up, and a rating for the entire project is 
summoned, Table 5.  
 
Table 5, Ratings of the entire project. 

Total number of points Rating 
11-16 No adoption 
17-27 General awareness 
28-38 Systematic approach 
39-49 On-going refinement  
50-55 Exceptional 

4.1.4 Categories 

4.1.4.1 Customer satisfaction 

(Statements: 1, 2, 3, 4, 31, 32) 
The customer satisfaction category determines how the construction projects handles their 
clients and how integrated the Lean customer focus is in the organisation. According to Lean 
construction it is vital to have a close cooperation with customers and being able to adapt to 
problems and changes. Moreover, every employee and team in the organisation should know 
what the client values. There can be many different subcontractors working on the same 
building project and therefore it is also important to understand the internal customers’ needs 
on site. Sites that implement a customer focus tend to appreciate visitors and ensures that the 
visitors are satisfied with their visit. By communicating with different employees, it is possible 
to obtain an understanding if the costumers needs have been lifted throughout the organisation. 
There should be similarities between the project’s goals and the customers’ requirements. 
Devotion to customer satisfaction is also shown by prominently posting customer ratings, for 
instance in the building barracks and the lunch room.  

4.1.4.2 Safety, environment, cleanliness, and order 

(Statements: 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 31, 32) 
By observing the site, which is all facilities on site, it is possible to identify if it is clean, safe 
and in order. For everything to run smoothly at the site it is evident that materials, machines, 
and equipment are in order and have a storage place, so that they can be easily found and do 
not hinder movement. There should be visual layouts and signs that facilitates finding the 
material, equipment and machines. All material should be treated with equal care and material 
should not be lost. The site should be clean, though this brings motivation to the employees and 
generates more pride and satisfaction. 
 
It is important that the construction site is safe because injuries and casualties result in many 
wastes, as well as badly affecting many lives. Therefore, it is significant that roads, hazardous 
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zones, shafts and excavations are marked to keep employees from falling down, being in the 
way of, or getting hit by machines. There should be safety action plans and escape roots and 
safety equipment should easily be found. Everyone working at the site should have the correct 
safety equipment for their job. Sharp objects, objects that are easy to get hit by, and areas where 
you are able to fall down should be dealt with. Employees should regularly be reminded of the 
risks and safety. Many things concerning safety can be observed, but it is also possible to 
communicate with the employees about safety. Try to determine if there have been any 
accidents, and in that case why. 

4.1.4.3 Visual management system 

(Statements: 2, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 31, 32) 
Visual management systems are effective ways of streamlining construction projects and can 
be used throughout the site. Some kinds of visual management systems that should be used are 
visual work instruction and job planning, quality and productive charts, mobile signs on site, 
and milestones through the project. Other types of visual management systems to look for are 
Kanban, vacations schedules, and boards displaying current progress. Displaying previous 
mentioned management systems will increase productivity. By observing the site, it is possible 
to obtain an assumption of how well it is being performed. It is also important to communicate 
with the employees so that it can be determined how they perceive the visual management. 

4.1.4.4 Scheduling system 

(Statements: 9, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 31, 32) 
One of the most important things to evaluate when considering the scheduling system is if 
downstream stakeholders are involved in upstream decisions. Therefore, it should be assessed 
how the schedule is set, if it has been done together with all contractors. For the construction 
site to function well the processes should have resources so that their pace is approximately the 
same. If the schedule is determined together by the contractors, time can be saved, unnecessary 
inventory can be avoided, quality will improve, and down time will reduce. By communicating 
with the different teams, contractors and management it can be determined how the scheduling 
has been done. Communicating with the employees will also give an understanding of the 
delivery and time schedule and if they are connected. 

4.1.4.5 Levels of inventory, use of space and movement of materials  

(Statements: 7, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 31, 32) 
Levels of inventory should be kept at a minimum, which can be done using pull scheduling and 
JIT. Excessive inventories result in waste. The most efficient way of ordering the material to 
the workstation is by Kanban, where the material is delivered exactly when needed. By 
observing the inventory, it can be determined how many weeks of material that is on site. If 
material that is supposed to be used a long time ahead already is delivered the planning is 
inefficient. If the deliveries are pulled from the suppliers, the time and delivery schedule are 
connected, and the production uses Kanban scheduling to each work station, the project has 
potential of being very successful in levels of inventory. 
 
In construction the assembly workstations are moved through the product and storage areas can 
be small. Therefore, it is important to have a storage plan. If the material needs to be moved 
many times, and back and forth, the planning is mediocre, and will result in inefficiency. The 
material should only be moved once and stored as close to its’ workstation as possible. When 
the material is moved it should be done efficiently in the appropriate sizes with suitable 
machines. Construction sites can often be crowded so the space utilisation needs to be 
appropriate. The best way to evaluate the use of space and movement of materials is observing 
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when it is being done. By talking to the crane driver and the employees receiving the deliveries 
it is possible to gain an understanding of how the material is dealt with. 

4.1.4.6 Teamwork and motivation 

(Statements: 3, 8, 12, 19, 23, 24, 25, 26, 31, 32) 
Motivated employees will improve the performance of the construction project and the 
motivation can be determined by speaking with the staff. If the workers are motivated, they will 
gladly talk to visitors and will be proud of the project. They will also show eagerness in 
accomplishing goals of productivity and quality. Sites that are working with increasing 
teamwork and motivation have other observable signs. There should be poster encouraging 
teamwork, containing performance of group training, quality, and productivity improvements, 
on the site. The construction site will also organise group activities to increase teamwork. A 
clean and orderly environment will increase motivation, so category 2. Safety, environment, 
cleanliness, and order can be taken under consideration when evaluating teamwork and 
motivation. With highly motivated employees committed to teamwork new ideas will be 
supported which will banish the waste unused employee creativity. Motivation usually 
increases when all employees have the chance to influence and contribute. 

4.1.4.7 Condition and maintenance of equipment and tools 

(Statements: 15, 19, 31, 32) 
Equipment and machines are the most effective if they are properly maintained. Non-properly 
performed maintenance can result in faulty equipment and machines and lead to waiting, which 
is waste. Tools at well-functioning constructions site should therefore have total preventive 
maintenance. The maintenance should be scheduled, and the worker should be able to access 
the schedule. Thereby, the employees know when the maintenance will occur. The purchase 
and maintenance date should be printed on the equipment, letting the workers know that the 
company cares about the equipment. Another thing to consider is how warn the machinery 
looks. By communicating with the employees an assumption can be made of how well the 
equipment are maintained and how well they work. A last thing to consider when evaluating 
the equipment is if the personal are included in choosing machinery. 

4.1.4.8 Management of complexity and variability 

(Statements: 4, 9, 13, 23, 25, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32) 
Management of complexity and variability is important to evaluate because of the complex 
nature of construction. In best Lean construction sites fail-safe methods are being used. Except 
such methods, management of complexity and variability can be difficult to determine. By 
observing the parts that are used in the construction and recognising if the same parts are used 
several times, an understanding of how the project deals with standardisation can be 
apprehended. Standardisation is not only considering the material, processes can be 
standardised as well. The degree of standardisation can be determined by speaking with the 
workers and management. It can also determine how the working teams are trained in problem 
solving, which is a way of dealing with complexity. In some cases, complexity should be 
handled by using accurate job planning, especially in the most difficult phases. Adequate 
documents are also necessity of successful construction sites. Variability is difficult to handle 
in construction, but there are some techniques. A method of dealing with the variability is using 
backlog. If backlog is used the working teams and individuals need to be multi-functional. In 
that case it is also possible to have a buffer with excessive capacity in the working teams. This 
method of dealing with variability can be hard to observe but can be summoned by speaking 
with the personal and management. 
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4.1.4.9 Supply chain integration 

(Statements: 16, 17, 28, 31, 32) 
By selecting appropriate suppliers early on in the design phase of the project the complexity 
can decrease. The management should aim to work with as few suppliers as possible, because 
this makes the project simpler to manage. Suppliers could themselves be responsible for 
delivering materials when the construction site needs them. The deliveries could be managed 
by third-part logistics. The number of suppliers can be seen by examining the inventory. 
Another way of supply chain integration could be using the same suppliers, consultants and 
sub-contractors in different projects, and in that way creating a relationship. Together the 
building company and stakeholders can develop parts that are standardised. 

4.1.4.10 Commitment to quality 

(Statements: 2, 8, 12, 16, 29, 31, 32) 
The best construction sites strive for obtaining excellent quality. Construction sites where 
visions and goals are prominently posted, and the staff is proud of the quality work tend to have 
commitment to quality. Throughout the site work instructions, customer satisfaction, 
production levels, quality, safety and vacation schedule should be able to obtain and observe. 
By communicating with employees their commitment to quality can be learnt. 

4.1.4.11 Commitment to continuous improvements 

(Statements: 23, 24, 26, 30, 31, 32) 
The best sites have total commitment to continuous improvements and have an improvement 
strategy. Sites that are committed to continuous improvements also want to banish all wastes, 
and problems that occur are not hidden. Instead, it is determined why the problem occurred and 
a solution is developed. The commitment can be determined by communicating with employees 
and observing the site. 
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4.1.5 Sheets 

4.1.5.1 Rating sheet 

Category Statements 

No 
adoption 
(1) 

General 
awareness 
(2) 

Systematic 
approach 
(3) 

On-going 
refinement 
(4) 

Exceptional 
(5) Points 

1. Customer satisfaction 1, 2, 3, 4, 
31, 32 

      

2. Safety, environment, cleanliness, 
and order 

1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9, 10, 11, 

31, 32 

      

3. Visual management system 
2, 7, 8, 12, 
13, 14, 15, 

31, 32 

      

4. Scheduling system 
9, 14, 16, 

17, 18, 19, 
31, 32 

      

5. Levels of inventory, use of space 
and movement of materials 

7, 17, 18, 
20, 21, 22, 

31, 32 

      

6. Teamwork and motivation 
3, 8, 12, 19, 
23, 24, 25, 
26, 31, 32 

      

7. Condition and maintenance of 
equipment and tools 

15, 19, 31, 
32 

      

8. Management of complexity and 
variability 

4, 9, 13, 23, 
25, 27, 28, 
29, 31, 32 

      

9. Supply chain integration 
16, 17, 28, 

31, 32 

      

10. Commitment to quality 2, 8, 12, 16, 
29, 31, 32 

      

11. Commitment to continuous 
improvements 

23, 24, 26, 
30, 31, 32 

      

      Total:  
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4.1.5.2 Statement sheet 

Nr. Statement 1 2 3 4 5 
1. Visitors are welcomed and given information about the site layout, workforce, customers, safety, and 

construction. 
• • • • • 

       
2. Ratings for customer satisfaction and product quality are displayed. • • • • • 
       
3. All work teams are aware of the internal and external client’s needs. • • • • • 
       
4. There is continuous communication with clients throughout the project and flexibility to adapt to changed 

requests.  
• • • • • 

       
5. The site is safe. Examples of safety issues to consider: personal safety equipment; other safety equipment e. 

g. first-aid-kits, fire extinguishers, etc.; escape roots; hazard prevention at risk zones, shafts, excavations, 
high platforms, etc. 

• • • • • 

       
6. The site is clean, and orderly. The light condition, air quality and noise level are appropriate in the current 

phase. 
• • • • • 

       
7. Inventory, tools, and machines can be located and identified with visual labelling systems and site layout 

plan. The material is stored appropriately. 
• • • • • 

       
8. Charts of productivity, quality, safety, and problem solving are visual on the site. • • • • • 
       
9. Key project characteristics have been identified. Risk analysis have been carried out and linked to the 

schedule. The risks are shared with the whole organisation. 
• • • • • 

       
10. Construction disposals are separated, and hazardous disposals are correctly taken care of. • • • • • 
       
11. The site layout plan is appropriate to the project. It is updated throughout the project, if necessary. The area 

surrounding the site have been evaluated, if necessary. 
• • • • • 
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12. Inspections are performed continuously through the project. Up-to-date project goals and belonging 
performance measure are prominently posted.  

• • • • • 

       
13. Work instructions, job planning and product quality specifications can easily be located on site. • • • • • 
       
14. The current state of the operations and deliveries can be viewed from a central control room, on a status 

board or computer display. The project is in time according to the schedule. 
• • • • • 

       
15. Preventive maintenance of equipment and machines are regularly performed, and the records of the 

maintenance can easily be found on site. 
• • • • • 

       
16. Suppliers have been chosen early on in the design phase and there is a probability of good quality, delivery 

and cost performance. Relevant deliveries are controlled. 
• • • • • 

       
17. The appropriate stakeholders have been involved in the time and resource planning. Delivery schedule and 

the time schedule are connected.  
• • • • • 

       
18. Inventory is kept at the appropriate level in each construction phase. Pull scheduling and JIT are used if 

needed. The delivery batches are in appropriate size. 
• • • • • 

       
19. The site has the appropriate resources (material, equipment, number of workers, etc). The workers are 

involved in deciding equipment. This results in few bottlenecks, people occupied by work. 
• • • • • 

       
20. Production materials are brought and stored near where they are to be used. • • • • • 
       
21. Material is only moved once in as short distances as possible. The material is moved efficiently using 

appropriate containers, bundles, etc. and with the right machines. 
• • • • • 

       
22. The space utilisation is optimal for the construction site. • • • • • 
       
23. Work teams are trained, empowered, and involved in problem solving and adapt a Lean cultural behaviour. 

Problems that occur are lifted so that the root of the problem and the solution is found. 
• • • • • 
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24. Employees appear committed to decreasing waste and working with continuous improvement. • • • • • 
       
25. Day-to-day management is carried out. The management and working teams are united. • • • • • 
       
26. There is improvement management with a strategy. • • • • • 
       
27. The teams and employees are multi-functional, and they can work with different things. • • • • • 
       
28. Standardisation of material and processes are used on site. • • • • • 
       
29. Documents (blueprints, etc.) are of high quality and there is no waste as a result of badly performed design. • • • • • 
       
30. Evaluations are being conducted to identify wastes. There are methods of recognising abnormalities in the 

processes. 
• • • • • 

       
31. All information is carried out in all languages spoken on site. • • • • • 
       
32. You would like to buy/use the facility of the project when it is finished. • • • • • 
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4.2 Pilot test  
Brian Wernicke, PhD student in construction management, and the assessor performed the 
assessment simultaneously at the pilot site. Their results were similar, concluding that the tools 
had been perceived the same. Consequently, the assessor learned much from the pilot test and 
the result indicated that construction assessments could be performed with adequate results. 

4.3 RSA Compilation 
The result of the six different Rapid Site Assessments (RSA) performed are compiled in Table 
6. 
Table 6, The score of the six different RSA. 

Category RSA A RSA B RSA C RSA D RSA E RSA F 

1. Customer satisfaction 2 3 1 3 2 3 

2. Safety, environment, 
cleanliness, and order 3 3 2 4 3 4 

3. Visual management 
system 2 2 1 2 1 2 

4. Scheduling system 3 4 2 3 2 3 

5. Levels of inventory, use 
of space and movement of 
materials 

4 4 1 3 4 4 

6. Teamwork and 
motivation 2 3 1 2 1 2 

7. Condition and 
maintenance of equipment 
and tools 

2 2 1 2 1 1 

8. Management of 
complexity and variability 3 4 2 3 2 3 

9. Supply chain 
integration 4 4 2 1 3 3 

10. Commitment to 
quality 2 3 1 2 2 2 

11. Commitment to 
continuous improvements 2 2 1 1 1 2 

Total: 29 34 15 26 22 29 
 

4.4 Site A 

4.4.1 RSA A  

4.4.1.1 Customer satisfaction  
General awareness - There was a nice welcoming with safety and site layout information and 
working teams that were aware of their internal clients. The sites cooperation with the client 
early in the design phase increased customer satisfaction. Because of the high level of 
standardisation, it was difficult to be flexible. The parts were already ordered and produced in 
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industries and could not be altered on site, making it important to cooperate in the design phase 
to reduce changes and faults. 
 
However, the site could benefit from closer cooperation between the client, site managers and 
working teams. There were meetings taking place between the site management and clients, but 
these assemblies did not seem to be of importance. Prominently posting customer satisfaction 
ratings would improve the performance, ensuring the importance of the customers discernments 
to the personal. 

4.4.1.2 Safety, environment, cleanliness, and order 
Systematic approach - The safety review before the visit was good, although information about 
the re-assembly place should be displayed in the layout plan. Safety equipment was loaned to 
visitors. Hazardous zones and dangerous objects were taken care of and the site seemed to be 
safe. All personal used their safety equipment. A couple of injuries had occurred but were a 
result of bad luck rather than an unsafe site, according to a site foreman.  
 
Something that would improve the safety would be to post the layout plan in more places. The 
plan was mostly in good detail, but it was only found in the office not accessible by everyone. 
Safety could also be increased by posting risks and measurements prominently, ensuring the 
importance of the matter. 
 
The environment on the site was well, the working areas were warm, and disposal was taken 
care of properly. Material were stored nicely in containers with nametags, but the machines 
could also have had specific storage places. The site could have been more orderly, but it is 
possible that cleaning takes place at the end of the day. 

4.4.1.3 Visual management system 
General awareness – The material was marked with article or apartment number. The site used 
labelled material containers and stored larger material in its’ specific apartment, where it was 
to be assembled. Job planning and blueprints could easily be found on site. 
 
The visual management could be improved by prominently posting important information such 
as goals, performance measurements, vacation list, and tolerances. The progress of the project 
could be seen in a central room, but was not accessible by everyone, which could streamline 
the project.  

4.4.1.4 Scheduling system 
Systematic approach – Progress was possible to acquire through a posted timetable, where it 
had been shown by colouring the operations. The suppliers had been chosen early on in the 
design phase, and that the company worked with the same supplier throughout many projects. 
The material was delivered JIT. In the construction containers Kanban was. The site seemed to 
have the appropriate number of workers and machines. 
 
The sub-contractors should be involved earlier on in the project and the time and delivery 
schedule could be developed together. The project had problems with the painters being 
delayed, which forced the management develop a new time schedule. The new schedule was 
set by the sub-contractors together and was performable. The project was in time because the 
workforce had worked overtime. 
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4.4.1.5 Levels of inventory, use of space and movement of materials 
On-going refinement - The inventory was stored near the mounting stations in appropriate 
batches. JIT was used, so there were no excessive materials on site. The material was efficiently 
taken care of and registered in the computer system as soon as it arrived.  
 
In order to further streamline the category machines should have a storage place. It would be 
easier to keep track of the equipment and visualise the importance of taking care of them. If the 
liquid putty could be performed before the kitchen and wardrobes were put in, the project would 
be simplified. The kitchen and wardrobes where in the way of the craftsman performing the 
liquid putty. 

4.4.1.6 Teamwork and motivation 
General awareness - The workers seemed to have the appropriate tools for their work, and the 
tools where developed for the company’s building system. If tools were missing, they would 
be brought in. The working teams seemed to be adjustable and efficient in problem solving and 
united with the management, who performed daily management. 
 
Teamwork and motivation could be increased by working with performance goals and 
measures. There should be postings of productivity, safety and teamwork encouragements, and 
recurrent group activities. There should be an improvement strategy with prominently posted 
goals and measurements, resulting in increased work pride. Problems that are solved should be 
lifted and the cause of the problem should be evaluated and fixed, so that the same problem 
does not reoccur many times. This would generate a commitment of decreasing waste. Problems 
could be lifted in the company’s phone application, but it did not seem to be used and the 
foreman did not have it installed. 

4.4.1.7 Condition and maintenance of equipment and tools 
General awareness - The workers were able to affect which machines that were chosen, and 
the machines were made for the building system.  
 
However, there were no maintenance at all and equipment was replaced when warn out. 
Expensive equipment and machines were leased, and the leasing company accounted for the 
maintenance.  

4.4.1.8 Management of complexity and variability 
Strategic approach - Job planning and blueprints could be found on site. Key characteristics 
and risk of the project had been analysed to increase the chance of success. The working teams 
were flexible and could be moved around under difficult circumstances and daily management 
was used. The company also coped with complexity and variability by using standardised 
material and processes. 
 
The site could develop by sharing risks and key characteristics to the whole organisation and it 
seemed as those analysis was mainly for the management. The site should have a closer 
cooperation with the client. Also, the multi-functional teams was not used to the appropriate 
extent. The site could improve in dealing with problems, where they should be lifted so that 
they can be permanently solved, and the same problem does not reoccur.  

4.4.1.9 Supply chain integration 
On-going refinement - The suppliers had been chosen early on in the project and the material 
and processes were standardised and developed for the company’s building system.  
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To improve even more in supply chain integration more sub-contractors should have been 
involved in the design phase, so a more suitable time table could have been developed.  

4.4.1.10 Commitment to quality 
General awareness - Most of the documents, such as blueprints, were of good quality. The 
arriving material was also checked and registered in the computer system. Some random 
samples were taken at site, like for example the water conditions in the concrete.  
 
The commitment to quality could be increased by posting customer ratings, measurements, 
visions and goals prominently over the whole site. Another thing that could improve 
commitment to quality would be to post charts of productivity, safety and problem solving.  

4.4.1.11 Commitment to continuous improvement 
General awareness - There were tools that simplified continuous improvement, like the phone 
application, and the management had ideas of how to improve future projects. 
 
However, the phone application was not used, and the management did not have a strategy for 
continuous improvement. Problems that were found were solved at place and not lifted, so no 
permanent solution was developed. The workers did not seem eager to decrease waste or work 
with continuous improvements. There were no poster or charts that suggested that the 
organisation had been trained in problem solving. The management could also work harder to 
recognise abnormalities in the organisation and keep on refining the product. 

4.4.2 Total rating 
Systematic approach - The categories showed that the construction site had Lean construction 
tools, but the tools could be improved and be more accepted in the organisation. Except for 
prominently posting things, the statements were met to some extent. Information regarding the 
foreign sub-contractors were carried out in English and the foreign language. The project 
seemed to proceed well, and the apartments seemed nice to live in. 
 
At the moment the constructions site’s management should focus on four categories; customer 
satisfaction, visual management system, teamwork and motivation, and commitment to 
continuous improvement. All of the categories would improve by prominently posting charts, 
productivity, safety, customer satisfaction, and other measurements to lift this in the 
organisation. It would show the whole organisation the importance of always performing well 
and would increase quality. Forming an organisation were everyone wants to contribute would 
contribute to Lean behaviour and increase the performance. 

4.4.3 Interviews 

4.4.3.1 Assembly foreman 
The assembly foreman, at site A, believed that there should be better communication with 
clients and considered that the company should improve customer satisfaction, by for example 
customer indexes. The constructions site’s safety was good, and the site was neat, but it 
depended on some things; for example in which phase the project was in, which time of the 
day, and how stressed the project was. The visual management was well performed, especially 
in the storages. The building system and the job planning were accurate, so professional 
carpenters were not needed, although they were preferred. The site did not suffer from a difficult 
location considering traffic and he found the JIT deliveries effective and working with a hub 
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had facilitated the project. JIT also made it possible to place the material directly where it was 
to be mounted. The teamwork and motivation was good, but a complete Lean behaviour was 
difficult to implement in construction sites. The site did not work with maintenance of machines 
and if the equipment broke, they were replaced or fixed. Something that was difficult to account 
for was employee absence, where consult workers need to be hired. The integration in the 
supply chain was excellent and using the same sub-contractors in many projects streamlined 
the production and decreased complexity and variability. However, one thing the company 
needed to develop was lifting problems and finding permanent solutions. One quality aspect 
that could be better was documents from the design consultants. The assembly foreman found 
it strange that there still were faults in the documents, when the building system had been used 
for ten years. 

4.4.3.2 Assembler 
The assembler was optimistic concerning the building system and though it had the potential 
of being economically successful. He considered the assemblers talented, and the construction 
site was orderly. However, the construction site and the company had some negative attributes 
that needed attention. The site management did not have knowledge for their job, and were not 
educated in construction, which had resulted in delays in the project, often because of material 
being ordered too late. The site managers did not get the correct support from the higher 
hierarchy management, which seemed to be uninterested of the individual sites. There were 
tools to lift suggestions and problems to the management, but the employees never received 
feedback or results from their contributions. Another thing that was redundant was the job 
planning, that was outdated and difficult to follow. The teamwork could be improved if the 
same working teams where used in many successive projects, instead of changing teams in 
every project. The company was about to change parts of the building system and it was strange 
that the assemblers were not educated in the new system. They had an on-going project with 
the new system in another location and all assembler should be sent there to learn, instead of 
just sending one person. The only ambition of the new building system was cheap solutions, 
and the buildability came in second hand. The cooperation between architects, constructors, 
plumbing, ventilation and electricity should be improved and it was strange that faults were still 
reoccurring. The assembler believed the project was on time because of talented assemblers 
that had helped the management, and employees working overtime.  

4.5 Site B 

4.5.1 RSA B  

4.5.1.1 Customer satisfaction 
Systematic approach - Because of a misunderstanding the management was occupied when the 
assessor arrived, and therefore the welcoming became a bit hastened. Information about the 
workforce, customer and construction was left out. However, there was a blanket which needed 
to be filled out with some points that should have been checked off before the visit. The usual 
welcoming would have been excellent, with information of the construction, clients, safety 
issues, and workforce. Additionally, there was a booklet that the visitor should have received 
before the site visit, but it was received afterward. The introduction of the site layout plan was 
good with a lot of safety details. At the site the workers seemed aware of internal and external 
clients and there where continuous construction meetings with the client. The building system 
made it hard for the company to be very flexible, but this issue was solved by a close 
cooperation with the client in the design phase, avoiding changes during the production. 
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The performance in customer satisfaction could be increased by prominently posting customer 
ratings. This would lift the importance of the customers throughout the whole organisation. It 
is also important that the welcoming procedures are performed like the construction site 
attempted to, to show that customers are important and increases safety on the site.  

4.5.1.2 Safety, environment, cleanliness, and order 
Systematic approach - During the welcoming the site layout was reviewed with safety issues. 
The layout plan was in good detail with roads, assembly point, safety equipment, and unloading 
zones. The site seemed safe and the management was careful of safety rules being fallowed. 
Every week an assembler foreman performed an inspection round and prevented hazardous 
risks. The workers were wearing the correct safety equipment and risks from falling down from 
high platforms were eliminated. The materials in the construction containers were neatly stored. 
Construction disposal seemed to be taken care of in the correct way.  
 
To improve the category risks should be prominently posted, so the whole organisation was 
aware of all dangers. Incidents could also be followed up an showed to the whole organisation. 
The risks should have been better covered during the welcoming, not only the ones consider 
the site layout plan. A higher rating could have been achieved with better order in the barracks 
and yard. 

4.5.1.3 Visual management system 
General awareness - The site excelled in their handling of material in the building containers. 
The material had their own storage place which was equipped with a tag. At the site there was 
suitable job planning which easily could be located. The job planning included work 
instructions and tolerances. The timetable, rules and deliveries were visualised in a central 
room. 
 
However, the site could use visual management better at the site. Instructions, quality 
performance, safety, goals, visions, and maintenance record could be prominently posted to 
streamline the project. The machines were not as orderly as the material, where storage places 
would increase the performance. 

4.5.1.4 Scheduling system 
On-going refinement - The stakeholders, consults, sub-contractors and distributors, of the 
project had been chosen early on and they were familiar with the companies building system. 
JIT deliveries seemed to work well and was carefully planned to an exact time. If the delivery 
was late the managers would call the distributor an complain which resulted in very accurate 
deliveries. There was the appropriate number of workers to finish the job. The crane position 
and rental time was accurate. The scheduling was efficient, and the time table seemed easy to 
maintain resulting in the project being in time. 
 
The site could be more efficient by showing the key characteristics and risk to the whole 
organisation. Thereby extra precautions would be taken in difficult phases. The time schedule 
in the central rooms was not updated and the progress could not be seen. This would simplify 
for the workers in understanding the progress and preparing their days. There had also been 
some delays from the suppliers which had forced the employees to work over time. 

4.5.1.5 Levels of inventory, use of space and movement of materials 
On-going refinement - Small materials, that were ordered by a Kanban system, were stored in 
constructions containers with tags and larger materials were lifted in to the apartments directly, 
where they were stored besides their mounting place. The deliveries were made JIT and the 
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material was taken care of directly at arrival. The material was in appropriate batches and 
moved with the correct machines, usually the crane.  
 
The site would benefit from a higher space utilisation. The space was used well but the yard 
could have been better planned, which would facilitate deliveries. Equipment could also have 
had certain storage spaces.  

4.5.1.6 Teamwork and motivation 
Systematic approach - The working teams were aware of internal clients’ needs. The resources 
for the project were appropriate and the employees could affect tool decisions. The employees 
seemed accustomed to problem solving and the atmosphere felt pleasant to work in. Activities, 
like barbeque for lunch, were held weekly. Day-to-day management was performed each day 
to lift problems and increase the performance of the site and the management and working 
teams seemed to be united.  
 
Teamwork and motivation could be increased by prominently posting visions, goals, 
certificates of problem solving and safety and belonging performance measures. Group 
activities outside of work should also be encouraged and prominently posted. The whole 
organisation would also benefit from adapting a Lean behavioural culture and root cause 
analysis for permanent solutions. With a determined improvement strategy lifting previous 
things in the whole organisation, the teamwork and motivation would increase. 

4.5.1.7 Condition and maintenance of equipment and tools 
General awareness - The site seemed to have the right equipment and time was regularly not 
wasted because of faults. If the equipment broke, they were replaced directly. There was some 
maintenance, but no maintenance schedule and it was not registered anywhere. Mostly, 
expensive equipment were rented, and the renting company took care of the maintenance. 
Batteries to the site’s equipment were covered by the guarantee and exchanged often. 
 
The management was about to buy an expensive tool, about 40 000 SEK, but did not have any 
maintenance schedule and were not planning on registering maintenance. Maintenance 
schedule reduces risks of bottlenecks due to faulty machines and additional machinery costs, 
however no such schedule was found. Another aspect of a maintenance schedule is to increase 
employee awareness regarding tool maintenance. 

4.5.1.8 Management of complexity and variability 
On-going refinement - The communication with the client was continuous, to minimise 
misunderstandings and faults. Job planning was used to simplify for the workers. The working 
teams were familiar with problem solving and were multi-functional. They could work with 
other things to cope with variability. To simplify standardisation was used in material and 
processes. The management had dealt with the complexity and variability in construction in an 
efficient way. 
 
To further streamline the site’s work with complexity and variability risk analysis should be 
lifted in the whole organisation. The employees will then be able to prepare for the task. 
Problem solving improves the handling of complexity and increases the chance of effectively 
solving problems. However, no certificates of problem solving training of the employees could 
be seen, which also would increase motivation and teamwork.  
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4.5.1.9 Supply chain integration 
On-going refinement - Suppliers had been chosen early on in the design phase and the same 
suppliers were used in different projects. The material was developed for the company’s 
building system and standardisation was used. Sub-contractors had been chosen early on and 
there was an ongoing cooperation between the company and sub-contractors. The consults that 
designed the project were procured in many succeeding projects.  
 
The supply chain integration could increase if the sub-contractors were involved in the design 
phase. By involving sub-contractors in the design, the cooperation can be developed, and the 
design can be coordinated together, developing the supplies. The time schedule should also be 
set together. There had also been some problems the consult’s documents, which supply chain 
integration could improve. 

4.5.1.10 Commitment to quality 
Systematic approach - Self-monitoring was stored in binders and given to the management and 
connected to the workers incentive contract. If the self-monitoring was not performed the 
hourly pay was reduced. There were samples taken during the production and the site manager 
inspected the buildings before the final inspection.  
 
The commitment to quality could have been increased by posting customer ratings, quality, 
problem-solving and along-going measures. Deliveries could also have been more carefully 
controlled. The consultant’s documents could have been examined earlier to increase quality. 

4.5.1.11 Commitment to continuous improvement 
General awareness - The site had a positive atmosphere and the employees wanted to 
contribute. The working teams seemed to manage problem solving. 
 
However, the site would benefit from an improvement strategy. The site management should 
set up goals and visions and lift them in the organisation. Problems that occur should also be 
lifted to a higher level, so a permanent solution can be found.  

4.5.2 Total rating  
Systematic approach - The site used Lean construction tools and where adapting to Lean 
cultural behaviour. In some of the categories the construction site had come far, while others 
needed to be worked with, to further increase efficiency. 
 
At the moment the house-building site should focus on quality aspects, contributing to a better 
and more effective project. The categories that the site should improve are visual management 
and continuous improvement. These two categories are connected and by using visual 
management will encourage continuous improvement. Therefore, the site should start with 
posting customer ratings, quality, performance, goals, visions and along-going measures 
prominently.  

4.5.3 Interviews 

4.5.3.1 Assembly foreman 
The assembly foreman ensured that the project was efficient and running smoothly. The 
efficiency was gained from the teamwork, motivation and work enthusiasm and had made it 
possible to assemble one building with three assemblers, instead of four, in the same time. Still, 
absence was believed to delay projects. The company aimed to have a group activity outside 
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work every month, but at the moment there were about two per year. Teamwork was important 
and employees with attitude problems needed to be dealt with, or in the worst case replaced. 
The project needed to constantly progress, which would be held back of counterproductive 
employees. The management was discussing introducing fixed working teams to increase 
teamwork and motivation. At the moment they changed teams in every project, which 
deteriorates cooperation. The building containers should go along with the working teams. The 
working teams will then grow accustomed to their own layout and machines. Experience 
feedback was trying to keep the same working teams in many successive projects. Difficulties 
encountered during the project was the accessibility, worker absence, and weather conditions. 
Weather conditions affected the deliveries, building conditions, and complicated the 
accessibility. The assembly foreman stated that bad weather conditions made it difficult, and 
the truck drivers often complained about accessibility.  

4.5.3.2 Assembly leader 
The assembly leader considered the project to perform well and the assemblers had worked 
efficiently. The teamwork and motivation had been good, and the sub-contractors have been 
pleasant to work with. The cooperation between all instances had been better than usual and the 
whole organisation have participated in group activities. The project had been streamlined 
because of recurrent sub-contractors which by now knew the building system. They have had 
problems with the design documents, and therefore all documents should be inspected by the 
associated instances in the future. This can be difficult because the sub-contractors are procured 
after the design documents are finished, but the sub-contractors could be hired just for a day, 
like a consultant, only to inspect documents. When the documents are not correctly inspected 
problems occur in the production, and the project gets delayed with many consequences. This 
problem had been lifted to the company management, but still nothing had changed. 
Improvements in forthcoming projects could be obtained by including sub-contractors in the 
scheduling. It was curious that the same problems were reoccurring in the projects, despite their 
standardised building system and processes. The constructions industry should improve in 
eliminating waste and working for continuous improvement but there are difficulties of 
adapting a Lean behaviour, namely the project lengths, complexity, and the absence of constant 
pace and process lines. Still, a couple of years ago they had stopped a project after the 
framework was mounted and a day was used for Lean education. Working with quality and 
improvements was important and some tools were used on site, for example incentive wages. 
Parameters that needed to be approved for the workers to receive full incentive was quality, no 
reworks, site order, time, and safety. The assembly leader explained that he continuously 
worked with improving the tools. Before final inspections he would inspect the buildings 
himself and reoccurring faults were placed on the self-monitoring sheet, which the workers 
need to sign to obtain the incentive wage. Deliveries were improved by posting a schedule every 
week and informing the crane driver. If deliveries were late, the leader would call the supplier 
and bill them, even if it was as little as 20 minutes. The suppliers did not approve in the 
beginning, but their performance improved, and they accepted it. The assembly leader stated 
that a vision was that everyone should be efficient, resulting in a nice workplace.  

4.6 Site C 

4.6.1 RSA C 

4.6.1.1 Customer satisfaction 
No adoption - The welcoming was performed adequately. The visitor was nicely welcomed, 
and an explanation of the project and company was given. The welcoming could have been 
performed better by involving safety and a better explanation of the client. At the site the 
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relationship between the contractor and different sub-contractors seemed a bit fractious, and the 
employees did not seem to value simplifying for succeeding internal clients. At the pre-
inspection, carried out by the main contractor, reoccurring faults were appearing, that would 
have negatively affected the residents if they were to be missed. The site could also post 
customer ratings prominently, to lift the importance of the customers. 

4.6.1.2 Safety, environment, cleanliness, and order 
General awareness - The workers, with one exception, followed the safety rules that were 
posted in the workers barracks. A worker that was working in a rough environment did not wear 
helmet, despite working with rough concrete surfaces and on a latter. This suggested that all 
workers did not respect the safety rules. The safety equipment, like fire extinguishers and first 
aid kits, were posted on the layout plan, but the layout plan was last updated 1,5 years ago. The 
layout plan seemed to match the reality well, but the date did not assure reliability. The safety 
equipment were also placed far from the buildings that were being constructed. Safety risks of 
the project had been evaluated but may have been forgotten during the management 
complications, where management employees had reassigned during the project.  
 
The cleanliness of the apartments being constructed was appropriate in the present phase. 
However, the basement and garage were used for new and redundant material and was in no 
order. There were old paint buckets laying around and the inventory was chaotic and non-
orderly. The construction disposal seemed to be taken care of to some extent, but the paint 
buckets exemplified that it could be done better. The construction site had a large yard that felt 
scrappy and redundant material were left in no order. Much of the negative environment, order 
and cleanliness issues seemed to be consequences excessive inventory.  

4.6.1.3 Visual management system 
No adoption – The site had a central room were deliveries and the ongoing process could be 
observed. Some arriving material were also marked by their floor number.  
 
The visual management could improve drastically by sorting material and posting their article 
numbers. The different types of materials could be stored in different locations according to 
some logistical plan. The lack of job planning, blueprints and self-monitoring controls 
aggravated the project. The central room was not accessible by everyone, which would increase 
the transparency. The site needs to improve management of inventory, central room, and 
prominently posting instructions. Afterwards they can develop working with prominently 
posting quality, visions, goals, measurements and customer satisfaction to lift a Lean behaviour 
in the organisation. 

4.6.1.4 Scheduling system 
General awareness - Key characteristics of the project had been evaluated in the design phase 
and the contractors and suppliers had been chosen early. The delivery and time schedule were 
planned to be connected. 
 
The current state of the project, which was delayed, could be overviewed in a central room were 
the processes were followed up, but room should be accessible by everyone. The project was 
about a month behind schedule and the deliveries were coming in long before being used, 
resulting in a complex logistical situation. When the project fell behind the logistics should 
have been analysed, and the appropriate thing would be to stop deliveries. This had now been 
done, but there were about four weeks of extra material stored on site. The workers believed 
they were under-staffed, which they believed was one of the reasons of the delay. The time 
scheduled seemed to be set up by the main contractor and none of the sub-contractors had been 
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involved. The cooperation between different stakeholders seemed to be bad, and time was 
wasted from fixing things that should have been coordinated in the design phase. A lot of waste 
seemed to come from not including all sub-contractors in the time scheduling and not 
coordinating the deliveries despite delays. 

4.6.1.5 Levels of inventory, use of space and movement of materials 
No adoption - The materials were not stored in any order and there was no logistical plan. Some 
materials had been lost and ordered again. Therefore, there was a place where leftover doublet 
materials were stored. A worker was trying to sort it out to determine if doublet material could 
be returned or if they were damaged. The inventory was excessive and JIT in time deliveries 
where not used. None of the materials seemed to be used directly and the material was often 
stored far from its’ workstation and in chaotic storage locations. The workers explained that 
materials were being moved back and forth all of the time. From the beginning the time and 
delivery schedule had been connected, but the delays hade offset the planning. Some deliveries 
had now started to be postponed, but that seemed too late. Because of the delays the material 
could not be moved inefficiently. Big materials, like kitchens and wardrobes, were moved in 
narrow storage spaces, corridors and elevators. The site was not orderly and the space utilisation 
could have been improved.  

4.6.1.6 Teamwork and motivation 
No adoption - The atmosphere among the main contractor workers at the site seemed pleasant 
despite small commitment of working with increasing the teamwork and motivation. Some 
motivational activities were held, like for example barbeque for lunch and sport events, but not 
often. The attendance of the sport events during leisure hours was not stated, but the attendance 
list was blank. The workers motivation was increased by being able to affect tools.  
 
The teamwork between the main contractor and different sub-contractors was uptight and there 
seemed to be disconcerts between them. The workers were in a hurry to finish their job and did 
not care of the succeeding working teams’ needs. The management did not seem to be fully 
respected, but the respect had started to increase since about a month ago. There was no Lean 
behaviour at site and the employees were not committed of decreasing wastes as a result of no 
strategy for continuous improvements. Problems that occurred were fixed with good problem-
solving knowledge, but the problems did not seem to be lifted so they could be permanently 
fixed. The company did not prominently post goals, visions, quality and on-going 
measurements, which could increase the working pride and aim of achieving a common goal. 

4.6.1.7 Condition and maintenance of equipment and tools 
No adoption - The company let the workers affect equipment choices, which increased the 
motivation and relationship between workers and management. The equipment was never 
maintained and were replaced when they broke. The company only owned cheaper tools and 
more expensive equipment were least from rental companies. In those cases, the rental company 
were responsible for the maintenance.  

4.6.1.8 Management of complexity and variability 
General awareness - Key characteristics had been analysed in the design phase and to some 
extent been carried out to the organisation, but staff changes had resulted in a decreased 
knowledge of risks. The workers seemed to perform well in problem-solving and where 
multifunctional.  
 
Some things the site should improve are job planning, uniting management and workers, 
standardisation of processes, and the overall quality of the design phase. According to the 
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workers there seldom was any job planning. The workers and management did not seem totally 
united and the confidence in the management was not particularly high, even though it was 
increasing after the new management had been appointed. The processes were not standardised, 
and the workers seemed to jump back and forth between different workstations, manoeuvres 
for putting out fires. An example was the handling of deliveries which was different each time. 
The drawback seemed to be a result of bad performed design phase. The building documents 
between different instances had not been coordinated, resulting in problems on site. The 
production was constantly aggravated, by for example needing to drill new holes in the 
prefabricated frame. The project being delayed four weeks suggest that the planning was 
inefficient as well. 

4.6.1.9 Supply chain integration 
General awareness - The suppliers and contractors had been chosen early on in the project. The 
time and delivery schedules were supposed to be connected. 
 
The site should improve the design phase so that the different instances cooperate better. The 
documents seemed not to be inspected, which had led to problems and delays. The appropriate 
sub-contractors had not been involved when planning the time table and the project did not have 
enough recourses. The cooperation in the design phase seemed to have been almost non-
existent.  

4.6.1.10 Commitment to quality 
No adoption – To increase the commitment to quality the site should improve their self-
monitoring inspections. The same faults were repeatedly found during the pre-inspections, 
which better self-monitoring could have avoided. Sub-contractors work should also have been 
inspected. Everything they have procured should be finished before they receive the complete 
payment. The deliveries should be controlled and registered in a system. The arriving material 
was not checked and or kept track of and materials were lost and re-ordered. The company 
should also post quality and performance measures to increase the quality and performance. 

4.6.1.11 Commitment to continuous improvement 
No adoption - The company should work on adapting a Lean behaviour in the organisation and 
lifting problems. This would result in permanent solutions, avoiding reoccurring problems. The 
management should introduce an improvement strategy and post visions and goals. The 
management did not work with analysing wastes or recognising abnormalities, which would 
reduce waste. 

4.6.2 Total rating  
No adoption - Many of the different categories did not meet the expectations of Lean 
construction and the assessor did not want to be a resident in the building. It would be annoying 
to be delayed into the new apartment. Faults could also have been hidden when the whole 
project seemed to be stressed. The commitment to quality seemed to be overlooked and the 
focus was only decreasing the delays. Making new holes in the frame also decreases the quality 
of the construction. All of the inefficient procedures would make the project expensive, and the 
assessor considered the possibility of the project being overpriced. However, the finished 
apartments did look nice, so from that point of view the project had succeeded. Relevant 
documents and instructions were also told to be carried out in all languages spoken on site, 
which would facilitate the foreign sub-contractors work. 
 
The company’s scheduling system, inventory, management of complexity and variability, and 
commitment to quality aggravated the project, and needed attention. The storage was chaotic. 
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In both the scheduling system and management of complexity and variability the company had 
a general awareness approach, but the techniques they had used seemed to be non-properly 
performed. They should improve cooperation in the design phase and inspect all documents. In 
the commitment to quality they should improve their job planning, self-monitoring inspections 
and follow up how sub-contractors have performed.  

4.6.3 Interview 

4.6.3.1 Site manager 
The project progressed fine which was a result of a well-functioning organisation. The 
employees of the main contractor were flexible and could be moved between sites. Another 
thing that had simplified the project was the size of the construction site, although it decreases 
the incitement of efficient material logistics. The client was in-house and placed on site, so 
continuous communication could be efficient. Foreign sub-contractors were procured, and they 
had a different cultural behaviour, mostly in safety. To avoid injuries the foreign contractors 
were carefully examined and disciplined if they disobeyed rules. Risk and safety issues were 
also prominently posted outside the lunchroom. There were different safety rules depending on 
the environment on site. In almost finished apartments there were no helmet restraint opposed 
to more rough environments. In this project most equipment were least and therefore the 
maintenance was not an issue of the contractor.  
 
However, the project had some shortcomings and had been stressed last three months. This had 
resulted in a forward planning that had not been acceptable. It had also led to cooperation 
problems between the different contractors, although the cooperation was mostly good. The 
stressed situation was a result of staff turnover. Both the site manager and installation 
coordinator had quit, and the interviewee had been forced to take the role as temporary site 
manager. The previous site manager had also let the project get delayed and left without taking 
full responsibility. The sub-contractors have had staff turnovers as well and the turnovers were 
a big drawback of the project, though it led to information being lost. A critical line of work 
had been conducted, but the delays had made it inefficient and all processes were presently 
critical. The scheduling would have been better if the stakeholders developed the schedule 
together. JIT was attempted in the project, but the delays had resulted in a small adoption and 
led to a non-orderly storage. In all different projects the company tried to have the same sub-
contractors and some on-going agreements had been set up. During this project there had been 
problems with the design documents of the installations, which had resulted in extra work. The 
construction frame from the sub-contractor had not been prepared for the installations because 
the installation contractor had been late with their documents. This was the installation 
contractors’ fault, but the coordination should be improved in future projects. Another 
improvement potential in the organisation was commitment to continuous improvements and a 
strategy should be developed. Still, the company worked with continuous improvements by 
sending a delegation twice per year to evaluate the company’s sites. 

4.7 Site D 

4.7.1 RSA D 

4.7.1.1 Customer satisfaction 
Systematic approach - The introduction of the site was informational with details about the 
project, the progress, the building system, the client, and safety. The cooperation at site between 
the different working teams and contractors was good and well-coordinated, increasing the 
appreciation of internal clients. The communication with the customer was continuous with 
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scheduled meetings. The project was performed traditionally which means that the project was 
adaptable to changes.  
 
The category could improve by posting ratings and evaluations from customers. This would 
show the importance of customer satisfaction for both clients and employees, and thereby build 
trust. The welcoming at the site could also have been more standardised, portraying 
professionality. The safety could be better explained and would let the customer now that they 
are valued and improve safety. 

4.7.1.2 Safety, environment, cleanliness, and order 
On-going refinement - The site, material and machine containers, and facilities were clean and 
orderly. Temporary lights had been installed in dark places and the site was aiming to install 
the temporary heat as soon as possible. The disposal was sorted and taken care of to sustain 
sustainable development.  
 
The safety of the site was also good and inspection rounds were performed regularly. The site 
seemed safe and safety equipment were used. Medical and safety equipment were displayed on 
the layout plan, which was updated continuously throughout the project. Excavations, shafts 
and high platforms were marked, and in hazardous locations there were fences preventing 
workers from getting hurt. 
 
The site could improve their work with safety, environment, cleanliness and order by 
maintaining the order of the building barracks a bit better. There were a lot of dirty coffee mugs, 
lunch boxes, and scattered shoes in the barracks. The visual systems for storing material and 
machines could also be improved. Safety aspects and lists were posted at the entrance, but the 
site would benefit from posting them in more places, such as building barracks, constantly 
reminding the workers of safety.  

4.7.1.3 Visual management system 
General awareness - The central room was accessible by all workers and in good detail with 
the time and delivery schedule. The projects progress could be seen.  
 
Beyond the central room the site did not work with visual management and the category could 
be improved. Material and machines could have along-going storage places market with their 
article number. The label could also contain a minimum limit and new material could then be 
ordered by a Kanban system. The job planning could not be found on site. It was conveyed 
through communication, and was well performed, but there is a risk of information being lost 
when it is not posted. If someone were to be sick and replaced for some days, the new worker 
would have a hard time discovering the job planning. Visual management could also be carried 
out by posting work instructions, quality, productivity, safety and customer satisfaction to lift 
the importance of these things to the whole organisation. Posting this prominently would 
improv quality, customer relationships, teamwork and motivation. 

4.7.1.4 Scheduling system 
Systematic approach - The project was in time and the management, working teams and 
subcontractors together planned four weeks ahead. Risk were avoided by risk management and 
planning in the design phase, for example finishing the envelope before winter. The 
management was also carefully planning how to store the material, though many small 
apartments in the construction made it difficult. Suppliers and consultants of the project had 
been chosen early in the design phase. To facilitate the project the deliveries were connected to 
the time schedule. 
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To improve the scheduling system the company should involve all stakeholders earlier, setting 
time schedule and designing the building. The constructor consultants were designing parts of 
the construction simultaneously as the production. Problems had occurred which pressured the 
employees and consultants.  

4.7.1.5 Levels of inventory, use of space and movement of materials 
Systematic approach – The logistics were efficiently planned. Material were stored correctly, 
in the containers, construction, and construction tents. The time and delivery schedule were 
connected avoiding excessive storage. The material was not completely JIT but the connection 
between the time and delivery schedule made the inventory manageable. 
 
The constructions site was in an early phase, where mostly concreting was being done, which 
made it difficult to evaluate what could be improved. The storage in the containers could be 
better structured with visual labels and the ordering of new material could be done by Kanban. 
The construction project was performed traditionally which aggravates space utilisation and 
storage. Instead of storing compound materials all materials are stored separately and need to 
be taken to their workstation individually. JIT deliveries is than more complicated because of 
each construction element is dependent of more components.  

4.7.1.6 Teamwork and motivation 
General awareness - All working teams and sub-contractors seemed very aware of the needs 
of the succeeding team. The knowledge was provided by mutual job planning performed after 
the first level of the construction was conducted. Because of this there was no need of day-to-
day management at the present phase. The employees seemed satisfied with the planning and 
were able to choose equipment by themselves. If problems occurred the teams were familiar 
with problem solving.  
 
The construction site could improve their teamwork and motivation by posting quality, 
production measures, visions and goals, customer satisfaction and motivational group activities 
prominently, which motivates employees to perform well. It will also show that the workers 
have an important role in the organisation. Everyone on site should easily be able to lift 
problems and improvement suggestions to a higher management level, which will make 
employees more involved and streamline the development. The site should also have an 
improvement strategy with things that they are aiming to develop during the project, and the 
strategy should have connected goals. By using these tools, the teamwork and motivation will 
become more adapted to a Lean behaviour and the organisation will commit to increase wastes.  

4.7.1.7 Condition and maintenance of equipment and tools 
General awareness - The workers were able to choose tools by themselves contributing to a 
positive atmosphere. The machines were put back in the equipment container each night. 
 
The category could be improved by maintaining equipment and putting them on a maintenance 
schedule. However, most equipment were leased and in those cases the leasing company were 
responsible of maintenance.  

4.7.1.8 Management of complexity and variability 
Systematic approach - The communication between clients, sub-contractors, management and 
working teams seemed appropriate for an efficient construction site. In the present phase the 
sub-contractors and working teams had continuous communication which prevented the need 
of day-to-day management at the moment. The management was also available if questions 
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were to arise. The planning was performed before each element and risks had been analysed. 
The logistic planning and the space utilisation were appropriate for the site. The processes at 
site were standardised and the execution of processes had been determined cooperatively. The 
workers seemed multi-functional and could be moved around at site. 
 
The site could improve by facilitating for the workers by working with job planning, tolerances 
and quality specifications in document form. The day-to-day management could improve the 
simplicity of the project, and therefore brief morning meeting could be held even though the 
cooperation between instances seemed beneficial. The documents in the project seemed to be 
of good quality, but some documents were being developed simultaneously as the production, 
which lead to burdens for the management and workers. By using standardised prefabricated 
parts, the site could be more efficient and streamline the project. However, this technique was 
said not to be as usual and seldom supplied in northern Sweden, and there is a gateway of using 
new techniques.  

4.7.1.9 Supply chain integration 
No adoption - The building system was not prefabricated, but standardised processes were used 
on site. The standardised processes facilitated the project, but it could have been streamlined 
by using some prefabricated parts. The scheduling had been done by the main contractor and 
subcontractors were not involved until after the scheduling was set. Some documents were 
developed simultaneously as the project was being performed. The flow and quality of the 
project could be streamlined by having all documents finished before the production. 

4.7.1.10 Commitment to quality 
General awareness - At the present phase random samples were taken of the casting and there 
were self-monitoring inspections. The quality seemed important and the production looked 
proper.  
 
The commitment to quality could have been increased by checking relevant deliveries and 
registering them in a system. The quality would also be improved by having finished documents 
during the production and decreasing solve at site elements. The commitment to quality would 
increase if performance measure, quality and goals and visions were prominently displayed.  

4.7.1.11 Commitment to continuous improvement 
No adoption - There employees seemed to perform problem-solving well, but they had not been 
educated in the attribute. Problems that appeared did not seem to be lifted to higher level, rather 
solved at site. If the same problem would reoccur it would be solved at site again. The 
management did not have an improvement strategy and evaluations were not performed to 
acknowledge abnormalities. If the management were to lift the commitment to improvement 
the whole organisation would try to decrease wastes and a Lean culture could be developed. 

4.7.2 Total rating  
General awareness - The site was working with many Lean tools, in different levels. The 
contractors on site only spoke Swedish, so the language was not a complication. At the present 
phase the site was well managed and seemed to be a well-coordinated traditional construction 
project and the assessor would want to live in the building when finished. 
 
Firstly, the site should improve visual management, scheduling system and commitment to 
quality and continuous improvements. The site could improve in visual management and start 
addressing quality, visions and goals, job planning, customer ratings, and productivity 
prominently, which could improve efficiency and increase motivation and teamwork. There is 
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a likelihood that a Lean behaviour then could be implemented. The material and equipment 
containers could also have visual labels to facilitate the work. In the scheduling stakeholders 
should be involved earlier in the project. The schedule could then be streamlined, and the 
construction time could be decreased. If the construction time was shortened the project would 
become cheaper. There would also be more time for the design phase. 

4.7.3 Interviews 

4.7.3.1 Site manager 
The site manager, at site D, thought that the project was progressing exceptionally well. The 
project was in time, which was a result of being able to start in time and the design phase 
meeting their deadlines. The strongest sides of the project was the simple cast in place 
framework, where many production processes were standardised, and the coordination in the 
whole organisation. The framework was crucial and needed to be in time for the project to be 
successful. Another positive aspect of was that one installation contractor had been procured 
for all installations in the building, which simplified the coordination. Techniques for 
streamlining the project were used, like inspections of documents by the site manager, 
procurement engineer, and installation coordinator. The site had a central room with delivery 
and time schedule and a three-dimensional model could be found, which facilitated the work in 
the project. The order and safety was good as a result of working with Lean tools. Deliveries 
that arrived where connected to the time schedule and brought to their working station directly, 
usually inside the apartments. The handling of machines was good, although the company could 
improve their maintenance of machines. At the start of the project machine containers were put 
together and machines were inspected. The site was able to have a high resource utilisation 
because of flexible employees. At this early production phase, it was difficult to determine what 
could be improved in succeeding projects. Experience feedback was passed on through 
meetings twice per month and spread in the northern part of the company.  
 
Negative aspects of the project were the wood façade and absence of fire enquiry in the tender 
documents. The wood façade would aggravate maintenance and the deficiency of fire enquiry 
had increased design costs. The most difficult part of the project was being able to sustain full 
production without having completely finished documents. Some things were built without 
documents, which was something that could be improved.  

4.7.3.2 Foreman 
The foreman considered that the project was progressing well. The progression was a result of 
excellent groundworks and that the production could start on time. The design phase had 
progressed well and there were only small details left to design. The project was running well 
due to the craftsmen who were experienced and handpicked for the project. The start of the 
projects was the most difficult, and once they had left the groundwork the work was simpler. 
At the moment there were no weak sides of the project, but small problems arose continuously 
which was common in the industry. Many things need to be solved on site and the problem-
solving was the most fun thing in the profession. Experience feedback was difficult to perform 
in a wide range, but the foreman also appreciated the benefits it could bring. 
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4.8 Site E 

4.8.1 RSA E 

4.8.1.1 Customer satisfaction 
General awareness - The welcoming was interesting, and the site excelled in their safety 
presentation. The layout and building system were described in detail to facilitate the project 
for customers. The communication with their main client was good, which was a result of the 
project being in-house. 
 
The site should lift the customer’s importance in the organisation, by prominently posting 
customer evaluations. The working teams did not seem to facilitate the work for each other and 
were not completely aware each other needs. Two evidences of this were a wrongly directed 
pipe aggravating for successive working team and newly painted walls on the housewarming 
day. Further, the site introduction could be improved by standardisation, so that no important 
information is missed. The coordination should be improved, and the interest of clients should 
be shared in the organisation to obtain a better rating in customer satisfaction. 

4.8.1.2 Safety, environment, cleanliness, and order 
Systematic approach -. The site was orderly but could have been cleaner and felt scrappy. The 
workers facilities, building barracks and office barracks, were clean and orderly, but there was 
a bad odour coming from the sewer. Construction disposal seemed to be taken care of 
appropriately. 
 
The construction layout plan was good with a lot of detail and safety places posted. However, 
the layout was not updated with all safety zones on site. The safety equipment seemed proper 
and there were railing almost everywhere, but at some places it was possible to fall down. The 
worker did not use the correct safety equipment at all times, for example someone working 
outside a railing without a harness. A staircase only had railing only on one side and safety 
gates, to keep unauthorised people from entering, stood wide open. The open gates indicated 
that the safety behaviour was not implemented throughout the organisation. The sites posted 
safety documents were appropriate by law, but the room of the postings were seldom used. This 
mediated that safety importance is neglected to the workers.  

4.8.1.3 Visual management system 
No adoption - The site had a relevant central room which was supposed to be used for visual 
management, but it was not accessible for everyone. At the moment the only visual 
management in the room was the site layout plan. The only schedule was a four-week delivery 
schedule, but the schedule was not filled in. There were no charts of productivity, quality, 
customer ratings, goals and visions, preventive maintenance, or problem-solving displayed on 
site. The company’s building system was made up of modules, which meant that the deliveries 
were limited to mostly modules, but the other material did not have logistical planning and were 
not stored using visual management. There was job planning that went along with the modules, 
but the company did not distribute the documents on site and it seemed to be up to the sub-
contractors if they were used.  

4.8.1.4 Scheduling system 
General awareness - The modules were delivered JIT and the company was dependent of them 
arriving in time. JIT meant the storage could be easily maintained. The suppliers were chosen 
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early in the projects and their own building system was used. Many of the sub-contractors were 
procured by framework agreements, which meant they were recurrent in many projects.  
 
The site could have improved by increasing their coordination in the project. The site was 
placed on an exploitation area were many contractors needed to cooperate. Unfortunately, the 
coordination between the different on-going projects seemed poor. The design phase seemed to 
have been stressed and materials orders had been forgotten, resulting in delays. The documents 
in the planning seemed have been poorly inspected, considering that some module orderings 
were forgotten. The sub-contractors were not involved in the planning, which could have helped 
to realise faults and increased accuracy in the planning. The management resources seemed to 
small and the company should focus on increasing their coordination and inspecting documents 
in the future to be able to have a better scheduling system. 

4.8.1.5 Levels of inventory, use of space and movement of materials 
On-going refinement - The levels in the inventory were appropriate for the current phase and 
JIT deliveries made the inventory easy to manage. The JIT deliveries also resulted in the 
material only was moved once and mounted at their workstation directly when they arrived.  
 
The site could have been better by being more organised, for example fences surrounding the 
site. The exploitation area changed day by day and a better planning of the changes could have 
improved the logistics and facilitated deliveries. There were difficulties in managing the 
exploitation area when customers were starting to move into the apartments. The deliveries that 
were not modules should be been better managed and a visual management system should have 
been used to facilitate logistics. 

4.8.1.6 Teamwork and motivation 
No adoption - The site could improve by prominently posting quality, productivity, visions and 
goals, customer satisfaction, teamwork encouragements, and group activities. This could 
contribute to better working pride and thereby motivation and teamwork. The coordination of 
the project should also be improved, by for example performing daily management. The site 
did not use day-to-day management and it seemed as if each sub-contractor were responsible 
for their part, without coordination. Frequent meetings would increase the understanding of the 
different working teams’ needs and facilitate the work for each other. The company could also 
have an improvement strategy and thereby lift visions and goals in the whole organisation, 
contributing to a positive atmosphere and motivated employees. There should be some tool for 
lifting problems and improvements, so that the same problem does not reoccur. The company 
yearly had an event where problems and improvements could be lifted, but that is too seldom 
to create innovation and contribute to continuous improvement. By using more of these 
techniques, a Lean construction behaviour can be implemented, increasing improvement and 
decreasing waste. 

4.8.1.7 Condition and maintenance of equipment and tools 
No adoption - The equipment were leased so the contractors did not perform maintenance. The 
equipment were replaced from the leaser if they broke. Positively, the workers were able to 
affect which tools that were rented. 

4.8.1.8 Management of complexity and variability 
General awareness - The level of standardisation streamlined the company and resulted in 
efficient construction sites. The modules were developed in industries which decreased work 
on site. The processes were also standardised which decreased faults. An example was the 
mounting of the modules which was exactly the same, and the sub-contractors had received 
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along-going job planning. The communication with the client was appropriate and the client 
was in-house.  
 
The construction site should improve in the category by coordinating work better. The 
coordination could be improved by working with daily management, visual management 
systems, like for example job planning documents on site, and involving more instances in the 
design and planning phase. The planning and design phase seemed to have been hurried and 
inspections of documents could be improved. Not ordering parts of the building had crucial 
effect on the projects, when JIT was used. Risks should also have been better evaluated and the 
problems of working in an exploitation area should have been analysed before the project. The 
sub-contractors did not seem flexible and only performed the work that they were procured for. 
This is problematic, when problems and delays occur and can result in workers being 
unoccupied, contributing to bad cost efficiency. 

4.8.1.9 Supply chain integration 
Systematic approach - The construction was very standardised, and the modules made in 
factories were developed for the companies own building system. Sub-contractors and 
consultants were chosen early on in the project and many of them had framework agreements. 
 
For the site to improve in supply chain integration they need to involve the different instances 
earlier on in the design and planning phase. They also need to work continuously with 
commitment to improvement, so that the building system can further develop. 

4.8.1.10 Commitment to quality 
General awareness - The workers performed self-monitoring controls to maintain the proper 
quality, which were handed in to the management. The modules had been controlled in the 
factory, so they should have good quality when they arrived. The modules were mounted 
directly when they arrived which meant that faults of the deliveries were determined directly 
and there were job planning going along with the modules to ensure the mounting was properly 
performed.  
 
The construction site should improve the commitment to quality by prominently posting 
quality, productivity, and goals and visions with belong performance measures. Customer 
evaluations should also be displayed to show the workers what they perform well and what they 
need to improve. The self-monitoring controls in some cases did not seem adequate, for 
example the wrongly directed pipe. The job planning could have been found on site to ensure 
quality and facilitate for the workers. 

4.8.1.11 Commitment to continuous improvement 
No adoption - The company did not have an improvement strategy and did not use tools to lift 
improvements and solutions in the organisation. It seemed as improvements were not prioritised 
and the organisation was only trying to regain the time lost, without learning from their 
mistakes. The management did not perform evaluations to identify wastes and abnormalities in 
processes. Commitment to improvement will improve the products and it is not possible to 
obtain a Lean organisation without it, while it also results in employees that want to decrease 
wastes.  

4.8.2 Total rating  
General awareness - There were different levels of adoption of the different tools, where some 
were only mentioned as future goals. The documents and information was said to be carried out 
in all languages spoken on site, which the sub-contractors were responsible for. The buildings 
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constructed during the project looked appealing and the assessor would want to live in them. 
Something that could make me change the assessors mind would be the delays. 
 
The two main categories the assessors believes the site should focus on is visual management 
and management of complexity. The central room at the site had potential but was not used. By 
improving the room and starting to show progress, deliveries, and detailed planning the project 
could be streamlined. The complexity could be much improved by daily management and these 
two things would increase the sites efficiency. Visual goals and visions, group activities, and 
customer ratings could be prominently posted, contributing to increased teamwork and 
motivation and commitment to quality and continuous improvement. 

4.8.3 Interview 

4.8.3.1 Site manager 
The site manager, at site E, interpreted the project’s progress as problematic and that it could 
have been more efficient. Almost all material were ordered in the planning phase, before he had 
entered the project, but a lot of material had been forgotten. It had been caused by a lack of 
communication between the procurement engineer and project manager. The consequences of 
the missed orders were extra costs from the assemble contractor’s overtime and a longer crane 
procurement. Temporary solutions, like for example railings, needed to be installed and the risk 
of water hazards increased, although the project had succeeded without damage. Deliveries had 
also been late which had resulted in extra costs, and the site manager had been forced to work 
overtime. The management surrounding the project had been small and he had not received the 
help he needed. This was due to an ongoing sickness of the project manager. Too much of his 
time was used for putting out fires, and he had fallen behind on the work that he was supposed 
to perform. The site was also placed on an exploiting area where a lot of projects were in 
progress at the same time. This had complicated the project but was managed by coordination 
meetings involving the different projects.  
 
Despite this, the progress of the project was fine. Strong sides of the project the site manager 
thought was the module which did not need much internal work and also shortened the project 
time. However, the modules were not developed by craftsmen, and some of the factory’s worker 
lacked the correct knowledge which resulted in problems occurring during inspections. To solve 
this problem the company had started working with a program, accessible by sub-contractors, 
where problems could be lifted, and the responsible instance would be notified, so that the same 
problem would not reoccur. The company were also about to start working with daily 
management, which there had not been time to perform before now. If the site manager were 
to perform a similar project again, he would ensure that he was involved in the planning phase 
and certify that the same problems did not reoccur.  

4.8.3.2 Production manager 
The production manager at the site believed that the organisation did not see all processes from 
a customer perspective and that the site could improve their knowledge of internal and external 
client needs. The safety at site was good but could be increased by focusing on small details 
and increasing the safety effort. The visual management could be improved. They had a central 
room for management, but the room was not for everyone at the moment, and that they needed 
to work more with visual management systems. The management had been understaffed and 
had not had the time to update the room. The teamwork could be increased by daily 
management. A good way of increasing motivation and teamwork was involving stakeholders 
earlier and then giving feedback through daily management. The philosophy of “what can I do 
for them” instead of “what can they do for me” should be spread in the organisation. The 
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maintenance and condition of tools was best maintained by having personal equipment for each 
worker. It was difficult to determine how big management organisation in a project should be, 
but the company worked with some standard values to determine the organisation. Measuring 
the economic benefits from a larger management group is difficult, but the costs of a larger 
management can easily be calculated, which the production manager thought could be a reason 
of small managements often chosen. The supply chain in the company could be improved by 
better communication. Despite the problems, the project manager stated that they would be able 
to finish the project on time, but the project’s costs had increased. The commitment to quality 
the company was good at, and that their internal inspections resulted in high quality.  

4.9 Site F 

4.9.1 RSA F 

4.9.1.1 Customer satisfaction 
Systematic approach - The introductions at site was detailed and summarised the project, 
company, and building system. The different working teams were aware of each other’s needs, 
and a schedule for four weeks was planned together. The company had a wide management 
organisation in every project, and a member in each project was continuously communicating 
with sub-contractors, consultants, and the client. For a change to be made it needed to be 
approved by all affected instances. Continuously scheduled meetings with the client was held. 
 
To further improve the customer satisfaction category the introduction should contain safety. 
The welcoming could be standardised, so that nothing is forgotten during a brief informative 
introduction. The site would then appear to be very professional. Additionally, posting customer 
ratings and evaluations prominently would increase customer satisfaction. The postings would 
lift the importance of costumers throughout the organisation and ensure customers that their 
evaluations are significant. 

4.9.1.2 Safety, environment, cleanliness, and order 
On-going refinement - The site seemed safe and equipment were used to prevent hazards. The 
site layout plan displayed on the project’s safety board was detailed with safety equipment and 
reassemble location marked. Both the construction and facilities on site were clean and orderly. 
The cleanliness and order decreased the risk of accidents. The heating was being installed early 
in the project so that the workers would have a good environment to work in the winter. The 
construction disposal seemed to be well taken care of and sorted appropriately.  
 
The construction site should further develop their work with safety by a better introduction of 
safety aspects for visitors. Visitors that are not used to the site are unfamiliar with the project, 
increasing risks. The site had two site layout plans in the building barracks and the one placed 
in the central room did not contain safety equipment and reassemble place. It felt like that plan 
was commonly used, and it not being updated with safety properties could neglect the 
importance of safety in the organisation. A third thing that could be developed is the order in 
the machine containers. 

4.9.1.3 Visual management system 
General awareness - Work instructions, job planning and product quality specifications could 
be found in the computer in the central room. The central room was appropriate for the project 
with time schedule with belonging progress, weekly planning, delivery schedule and three-
week planning. 
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The company should use more visual management systems to streamline the project. The 
machine containers should have been better organised, and each machine should have a storage 
place with its’ nametag. This should be the case for material as well. The company could also 
lift teamwork, motivation, quality, and commitment to continuous improvement by 
implementing visual management by prominently posting quality measurements, customer 
ratings, goals and visions, and group activities. 

4.9.1.4 Scheduling system 
Systematic approach - Risk analysis had been carried out before the production and the logistics 
were planned together with the neighbour construction sites. The short-term scheduling was 
suitable for the project with weekly planning, three-week planning and delivery planning, and 
planned together by the contractors on site. The delivery planning seemed good with JIT 
deliveries and a hub was used for temporary storage. The material was delivered and carried in 
by carries. The number of carpenters and carriers seemed appropriate for the project. 
 
The construction site could develop their scheduling system by involving more instances in the 
planning phase. The company set the time schedule themselves without involving sub-
contractors. Some risks, like for example difficult groundworks, seemed to have been missed, 
and resulted in delays. Supplier had been chosen early on in the project, but the design phase 
seemed hastened and the international framework contractor needed to be changed due to poor 
safety. The consequence of the changed was an even more hastened design phase and faults in 
the design, which had resulted in delays and extra costs. 

4.9.1.5 Levels of inventory, use of space and movement of materials 
On-going refinement - Materials were delivered JIT. A hub was used to temporary store the 
material so that it would be delivered at the correct time, without delays. The material was 
delivered at the end of the day and carried in by carriers. This meant the carpenters solely 
worked with their profession. The material was carried to their workstation directly and the 
space utilisation of the project was good. The hub solved the problem with a tight site. To 
facilitate for the carriers some temporary openings in the construction had been made, so they 
could more easily transport the material through the construction.  
 
The construction site should develop their work with the inventory by organising the machines 
better in the machine containers. No material container was showed during the visit. If material 
containers were used at site, order would be obtained by working with visual management, such 
as nametags for each material, and a Kanban ordering system. Some of the deliveries seemed 
difficult for the carriers to deliver to the correct workstation, and this could maybe have been 
streamlined with better logistic planning inside the construction. 

4.9.1.6 Teamwork and motivation 
General awareness - In the short-term planning all affected sub-contractors were involved 
creating a positive atmosphere and affiliation to the group. The workers seemed content with 
the resources and equipment of the site. The construction site had tools to lift improvements 
and corrections which contributes to motivated workers. The construction site also seemed to 
have effective day-to-day management where everyone had a chance to contribute. Every now 
and then group activities, such as barbeque for lunch, were held. 
 
To further develop the teamwork and motivation the site should work increasingly with 
improvements and clarify that the whole organisation can contribute. The management should 
have a strategy with belonging goals and vision posted, creating a Lean atmosphere decreasing 
waste. There were tools for the workers to contribute improvements, but the organisation did 
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not seem committed to improvement. Group activities at work, like problem solving courses, 
or outside work, like sports or after-works, would contribute to teamwork. Posters of group 
activities and certificates from courses would show that the management requested teamwork 
and motivation in the organisation. Productivity and quality can also be displayed, though 
increasing these measures will bring pride to the organisation. 

4.9.1.7 Condition and maintenance of equipment and tools 
No adoption - The tools were not maintained and least from a leasing company. Therefore, no 
maintenance record were held on site. A positive aspect was that the workers seemed content 
with the tools. 

4.9.1.8 Management of complexity and variability 
Systematic approach - The site had analysed risks, for example logistic difficulties, and had 
developed solutions. The time schedule seemed flexible and despite the project being delayed 
they had a chance of finishing in time. To simplify for the workers job planning and instructions 
could be found in the central room on the computer. In some parts of the project tablets were 
used to simplify work. Both processes and material seemed to be standardised. The day-to-day 
management simplified the project and decreased the complexity and variability. 
 
To further develop the design phase should be improved. The framework was prefabricated but 
faults in the design had resulted in extra work on site, for example hole drilling. It is important 
that the design phase is properly performed, otherwise costs and delays will consequently 
appear on site. The site was also delayed because of the groundworks that had been more 
difficult than expected. Maybe a further investigation in the design phase could had foreseen 
these problems, and thereby the handling of the complexity and variability would be simplified. 
When problems occur, they should be lifted, and a solution should be maintained for future 
projects. Experience feedback should also be analysed in succeeding projects.  

4.9.1.9 Supply chain integration 
Systematic approach - The building system was pre-fabricated and developed to fit the 
company. Transportation of material to the workstation was performed by using a hub and 
carriers. The suppliers had also been chosen early on in the project. 
 
The company could increase supply chain integration by involving more instances in the design 
phase, though knowledge from different professions generate a better design and facilitates the 
production. Working with standardised prefabricated framework is supply chain integration but 
the cooperation between installation designers and the framework sub-contractor should be 
improved. The company would benefit from learning from this project and developing the 
cooperation in the design phase in the next project. 

4.9.1.10 Commitment to quality 
General awareness - The company performed pre-inspections as soon as an element was 
finished to obtain high quality. The deliveries were not controlled but they were used directly 
so obvious faults were discovered. Self-monitoring controls were performed by the workers 
and handed in to the management. 
 
To further develop the commitment to quality the company should prominently post quality 
measures, customer satisfaction, and productivity to show the importance of these factors. 
These are not just important for the management; the workers need to be committed as well. 
The commitment to quality needs to start in the design phase and faults of inaccurate design 
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needs to be lifted and solved for succeeding projects. The quality of building documents and 
prefabricated parts have immense effects on the project. 

4.9.1.11 Commitment to continuous improvement 
General awareness - There were tools that were supposed to be used to facilitate for the workers 
to contribute improvements. Problems that occurred could be lifted so that the root cause was 
found, and a permanent solution could be determined. 
 
However, it felt like this tool was not implemented in the organisation and not a part of the 
site’s culture. They should form an improvement strategy, where experience feedback from 
previous projects could help set goals and visions. The goals and visions should be prominently 
posted so that the organisation understands the development plan. If the commitment to 
continuous improvement increased, the belonging tools would be more frequently used. Lean 
culture could be developed and the whole organisation would become more committed of 
decreasing wastes. The management should also evaluate processes and determine if there are 
abnormalities. By spreading this information through the organisation there is a possibility that 
many workers follow and start to recognise irregularities, which can be lifted through 
improvement tools.  

4.9.2 Total rating  
Systematic approach - The site worked with most of the statements to some extent and some 
Lean tools were well developed in the organisation. The processes seemed standardised and the 
site was clean and orderly. International contractors had documents in their language and 
different languages of contractors were claimed not to be a problem. The assessor would like 
to live in the building that was being constructed and felt secure with the company’s 
performance. 
 
The company could streamline their work by improving visual management and commitment 
to quality and continuous improvement. Visual management systems can be a great way to 
improve commitment of quality and continuous improvement by lifting quality, visions and 
goals, and teamwork and motivational aspects. If the company were to handle their experience 
feedback better a lot could be developed over projects, since the management is organised, and 
many ideas arise. The company should aim to use experience better, so that the same problems 
do not reoccur. 

4.9.3 Interview 

4.9.3.1 Site manager 
The site manager thought that the project had improved a lot during the past three weeks and 
was now progressing finely. The management of groundwork in the beginning of the project 
had been performed badly and there had been a lack of communication between the company 
and sub-contractor. This had resulted in a delay, which also was a consequence of changing the 
framework contractor during the production. The framework contractor had been exchanged 
due to their bad safety. Safety was an important aspect for the company, but it was vital to 
address the safety appropriately, so it did not get exaggerated. The company performed risk 
inventories continuously through the project. They had daily management where they went over 
the delivery and time schedule. Each week they also had a meeting with all sub-contractors 
where they developed a plan for the next three weeks. It was important to have a positive 
atmosphere, which was accomplished by having employees in-house which could adapt to a 
culture and were paid by incentive wages. If the employees worked fast, held the site orderly, 
and obeyed safety rules they would earn more. To determine how the employees, thrive at site, 
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questionnaires were sent out. The company worked with quality tools, such as job planning, on 
site. Directly after an element in the construction was finished the company performed a pre-
inspection to determine that desired quality was accomplished. Visual management was used, 
but it was important to keep it at a relevant level, so it did not get exaggerated. If the site 
manager were to redo the project, he would certify that the correct staff were involved from the 
beginning and involve as many stakeholders as possible in the planning. A well performed 
design phase made constructions buildable. The site manager considered the company to be 
good at some aspects of experience feedback, but still needed to improve.  

4.9.3.2 Framework foreman 
The framework foreman stated that the design phase is important for a successful production. 
All documents need to be detailed and the framework contractor needs to receive the complete 
material to be able to prefabricate a construction that will work in the production. The design 
often has faults, like the reoccurring fault too small holes when constructor forgot that vent 
canals need to be bigger to fit seal. Faults like these had led to additional work on site and extra 
cost. The company tried to avoid these faults by performing crash controls in three-dimensional 
models, but some were still missed. The design is complicated, and coordination of elevators, 
stairs, and installations are difficult, despite working with Virtual Design and Construction 
(VDC). A problem with VDC is that not all constructors are used to working with it and do not 
dare to speak their mind at coordination meetings. Other reoccurring problems that they have 
had in projects are; too small tolerances of the framework and no temporary solutions for water 
during productions. Usually they need to drill a hole in the framework to get rid of excess water. 
The experience feedback was not organised centrally by the company. It was organised by the 
management and differed between projects. The design phase should be improved by involving 
the correct stakeholders earlier and forming checklist inspections for the consultants to sign, 
before they send the material to the contractor. 
 
Problems in the present project was due to changing the framework contractor too late, and 
therefore the design phase had been stressed. The construction site was also tight making it 
difficult to transport material. The framework should already have been painted when it arrived, 
but the framework supplier had not had the time. Despite the problems the progress of the 
framework assembly was going as planned and that they were following schedule. A positive 
aspect of the project had been the installation of district heating, which meant the workers would 
have a nice atmosphere and warming cost would decrease. They were going to be able to catch 
up to the time schedule, despite the groundwork taking much longer time than expected.  
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5 Analysis 

5.1 Rapid Site Assessment 
An updated and modified Rapid Site Assessment (RSA) is attached in Appendix A. 

5.1.1 Purpose 
The purpose of the tour was relevant, the assessments made it possible to determine strengths 
and weaknesses of the house-building sites. After all assessments an improvement strategy 
could be developed, because improvement potential was found at every site. However, at the 
moment the information gathered in the RSA only scratched the surface of understanding the 
site and should therefore be developed and modified to perform better. Much of the rating was 
determined by communication with the managers of the site, as a result of not being able of 
observing many of the categories. Therefore, the result of the assessment was dependent the 
honesty and biases of the managers. Hofacker et al. (2008) states that it is important to have 
multiple researchers in a tour to decreases biases, which also suggests that multiple people and 
professions need to be communicated with during the tour. Also, a tour of an hour is a short 
time to evaluate a project of many months, to years. Consequently, much of the sites 
effectiveness and progress is determined by communication and the perception of the managers. 
 
The purpose of assessing the site and forming an improvement strategy from the assessment 
was accurate and would fulfil an important role in the house-building industry. However, it 
could be difficult performing it as an outsider with just a short tour. Instead, the RSA could be 
performed as a cooperation between the outsider researcher and the company’s management. 
The RSA would then be performed as a combination of a researcher and self-assessment and 
have the purpose of developing sites and companies. 

5.1.2 Team 
The RSA was during the master thesis performed by one assessor. The assessment would have 
improved by being performed in a team, like intended. As the assessor, it was difficult 
remembering all statements and categories. Especially at the first sites a few statements were 
forgotten and needed to be determined in the interviews. Being responsible for fewer categories 
will make it simpler to keep track of all information (Hofacker et al., 2008). 
 
During all tours, except site C, a manager participated in the tour and received most attention. 
If the tour had been performed by a team more attention could have been addressed to the 
workers on site, by the different members. Consequently, much of the ratings were determined 
by communication with the manager, and biases of the manager was adopted in the result.  
 
Construction projects are complex (Koskela et al., 2002; Salem et al., 2006). This is believed 
to make house-building sites harder to evaluate in comparison with plants. The sites are rapidly 
changing and during a project there are many different stages and processes. The processes are 
not as standardised as in the best plants, and therefore not as easy to evaluate. At sites A & B 
different phases were being performed simultaneously, framework assembly and inside work. 
If a team, consisting of one inside work specialist and one assembly specialist, had assessed the 
site the result would probably have been more accurate, and credibility would have increased 
(Upton & Macadam, 1997; Goodson, 2002).  
 
As the assessor it sometimes was difficult to decide ratings in some statements. If the undecided 
statements had been discussed with the team after the tour, the result might have been different. 
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This had increased the credibility and Hofacker et al. (2008) states that being a team decreases 
the risk of biases. 

5.1.3 Method 

5.1.3.1 Site tour 
The site tour fulfilled an important part of a house-building site assessment, and some categories 
could be determined by observing the site, which is according to Samuel (2010) who states that 
audits should be based on inspections. During the hour-long tour communication increased the 
knowledge of the site, but most attention was directed to the manager and could develop biases. 
Also, during all tours, accept one, a manager followed the assessor around, which could prevent 
some workers of speaking their mind. The interviewed assembler in site A stated that this could 
be a problem when performing an RSA. Being guided around the site is a safety precaution and 
therefore an obligation of most sites. This forced the RSA to be modified, and four additional 
interviews were included, with a site manager, site foreman, a main contractor worker, and a 
sub-contractor worker, where the statements and categories were discussed. 

5.1.3.2 Rating 
The rating of the statements performed well and facilitated remembering how the site performed 
in each category. Determining a rating of 1-5 directly after the site tours made it easy to 
remember the performance. However, the rating system of the categories should be enhanced 
to improve the RSA. Instead of rating each category from 1-5 the categories should be rated 1-
7, seven different levels as in the Rapid Lean Construction – quality Rating Model (LCR) 
(Hofacker et al., 2008). The rating levels were wide in the present RSA and the difference of 
sites rating in the lower or higher part of a certain level was too big. This resulted in two 
identically rated sites could have a bigger performance difference than expected. An example 
is sites D and E that both were rated “general awareness” but differed a lot in their adoption to 
Lean construction (Table 5 and Table 6). However, the descriptions suited the categories and 
total rating well, and determined how tools, methods and techniques were implemented in 
adopting to Lean construction. Consequently, two more levels were developed, and the rating 
scale were refined with not as wide span in the levels. The category ratings were important for 
determining which improvement requirements should be most prioritised. The total rating could 
be used for quickly comparing the site with another site, but it was the category ratings and the 
conducted report that mainly could be used for developing an improvement strategy. 

5.1.3.3 Interviews 
The interviews performed after the site tours, summarised under in the site results, verified most 
information gathered during the tours. However, some information had been missed and the 
interviews could be used for determining statements. The interviews with the site manager also 
summoned information of the development work that the sites aimed to perform. The best, site 
B, had an innovative assembly leader which showed the improvement tools he was developing. 
This important information would have been missed if the interviews had not been performed. 
At the site F the framework foreman mentioned bad cooperation between instances in the design 
phase that had led to problems in the production, which was not obtained during the tour. The 
site manager of site F also mentioned that the management had been non-existent a couple of 
weeks before the interview. Another example of the effectiveness of the interviews after the 
tour was site A, where the site foreman believed the project to perform well in comparison with 
the assembler who saw many flaws. This suggested that the teamwork and motivation was not 
nearly as good as interpreted during the tour and that the construction site was not performing 
as well as it was rated. 
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After concluding the interviews, the RSA should be developed and modified. The tool should 
contain 3-4 separate interviews in which the statements and categories should be determined. 
The different interviews should be held with a site manager, site foreman, a main contractor 
worker, and a sub-contractor worker, if subcontractors are used on site. The result will be an 
RSA that considers the 3-4 different perceptions of the project and a site tour, and a better rating 
could be generated with decreased likelihood of biases. The interviews will catch both missed 
statements, and disagreements and conflicts between different instances will be understood.  

5.1.4 Statements 
The statements are individually evaluated in Table 7. 
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Table 7, Evaluation of RSA statements used during the site visits. 

 

             

 The statement worked well in the category. 

 Parts of the statement worked well in the category. 

 The statement was redundant or not appropriate for the category. 

 The statement should be added to the category. 

Statements 

1. Visitors are welcomed and given information about the site layout, 
workforce, customers, safety, and construction.   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
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Comment: The receptions were polite and interesting, but the lack of standardised receptions suggested that visitor impressions are not as planned 
and important as in the construction industry. Goodson (2002) claims visitors should be welcomed with an overview of the layout, workforce, 
customers, and products. Although he does not mention safety, it is believed to be important in the welcoming. Salem et al. (2006) states that it 
is the joint effort of the customers and company to meet safety requirements, while Sacks et al. (2009) mentions that poor safety often is a 
consequence of difficulties identifying exposures to hazards. Therefor the welcoming safety review was evaluated as important for the two first 
categories in the assessment. Occasionally there was no safety review, identifying an improvement potential in the industry.  

2. Ratings for customer satisfaction and product quality are displayed.   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: Prominently posting ratings where not used on site and suggested a potential of improvement. Koskela et al. (2002) states that 
customer requirements should be met in the best possible manner, and prominently posting ratings is believed to enhance the commitment in the 
organisation. Howell (1999) states the importance of delivering a product that meets the customers’ requirements.  

3. All work teams are aware of the internal and external client’s needs.   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement was major in determining how the sites handled the customer satisfaction, and both internal and external needs should 
be evaluated in the category according to Goodson (2002). The sites were differently aware of the external customer’s needs and evidence of 
their commitment were in most cases distinct. The internal customers’ needs should also be evaluated but is believed to suit category six and 
eight better and the statement could therefore be broken up. 

4. There is continuous communication with clients throughout the 
project and flexibility to adapt to changed requests.    1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement was difficult to evaluate. All construction sites had client meetings regularly, but it was difficult to determine how 
frequently that was appropriate for the site, without communicating with the client. A challenge of Lean is to implement customers in the 
organisation (Pakdil & Leonard, 2013). Upton (1997) also claims the importance of quickly being able to respond to customer orders and 
requirements, which suggests that flexibility is important as well.  
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5. The site is safe. Examples of safety issues to consider: personal 
safety equipment; other safety equipment e. g. first-aid-kits, fire 
extinguishers, etc. 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement was observable and could be determined, although the experience level of the assessor determined the credibility. The 
statement is believed to also suit teamwork and motivation, because prioritising safety prevents hazards and facilitates for the workers. Goodson 
(2002) states prominently posted safety measures are evidence of working with teamwork and motivation. 

6. The site is clean, and orderly. The light condition, air quality and 
noise level are appropriate in the current phase.   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement was observable and could be determined, although the experience level of the assessor determined the credibility. 
Despite Goodson (2002) not coupling the cleanliness with motivation, the statement is believed to suit the teamwork and motivation category. 
A clean and orderly environment is believed to increase the positive atmosphere.  

7. Inventory, tools, and machines can be located and identified with 
visual labelling systems and site layout plan. The material is stored 
appropriately. 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement was relevant for the RSA and Sacks et al. (2009) motivates that effective layout information improves the effectiveness 
of production planning on sites that change frequently. However, the statement was superfluous in the category two, because it was thoroughly 
evaluated in the third and fifth category. “The material is stored appropriately” concerns the second category but it can generally be determined 
by statement six. 

8. Charts of productivity, quality, safety, and problem solving are 
visual on the site.   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement was easily identified on site and important for the assessment of visual management and teamwork and motivation, 
where Sacks et al. (2009) apprehends that visual communication tent to increase the involvement of worker in continuous improvements. 
However, all visual and prominently posted statements could be combined and the statement could be divided into different parts using an a, b, 
c… system. 
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9. Key project characteristics have been identified. Risk analysis have 
been carried out and linked to the schedule. The risks are shared with 
the whole organisation. 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement was divergent and therefor complex to evaluate after the tour. All parts of the statement were relevant, where Howell 
(1999) states that planning defines criteria for success and produce strategies for obtaining goals. Key characteristics and risk analysis is believed 
to be an important part of the planning. However, the statement could be divided into multiple statements, one statement concerning complexity 
and scheduling and another one concerning safety. 

10. Construction disposals are separated, and hazardous disposals are 
correctly taken care of.   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement could be determined by observing the separated disposal but requires experience and disposal knowledge to obtain 
credible results. It fulfilled an important role in the assessment and acknowledges the importance of an ecologically sustainable environment, 
where the construction industry is major wrongdoer (Chan & Chan, 2004). The statement could be expanded, or a succeeding statement could 
be developed, and evaluate zero defects, included in Soriano‐Meier’s & Forrester’s (2002) assessment model. 

11. The site layout plan is appropriate to the project. It is updated 
throughout the project, if necessary. The area surrounding the site 
have been evaluated, if necessary. 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement serviced the second category because the order of the site could be compared with the layout plan. Sites that did not 
have safety equipment and reassemble zones also suggested a lack of safety. The layout plan is also a visual management tool and should 
therefore be evaluated in visual management, as well as it shows how the site have handled complexity, for example areas surrounding the site, 
and should be evaluated in category eight. The need of visual management tools are acute and can help the workers form a mental image of what 
is transpiring presently and in the near future (Sacks et al., 2009). 

12. Inspections are performed continuously through the project. Up-
to-date project goals and belonging performance measure are 
prominently posted.  

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
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Comment: The statement was divergent and therefor complex to evaluate after the tour. Both parts of the statement were relevant. Salem et al. 
(2006) reckons that workers’ visual inspections is efforts of defect prevention and Howell (1999) states that visitors should identify the goals of 
the improvement strategy. However, the statement needed to be divided into multiple statements. Performing inspections were coupled to quality, 
while the other parts of the statement concerned visual management, motivation and continuous improvements. 

13. Work instructions, job planning and product quality specifications 
can easily be located on site.   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement was relevant and accurate and assessed important visual tools of complexity. The statement also concerned the 
commitment to quality and should therefore be added to the category. Goodson (2002) claims that customer requirements, quality, and work 
instructions need to be posted at every workstation to generate commitment to quality. This is something the house-building industry should 
improve in. 

14. The current state of the operations and deliveries can be viewed 
from a central control room, on a status board or computer display. 
The project is in time according to the schedule. 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement concerned two different categories and could be broken up to suit visual management and scheduling separately. By 
working with visual management, like the central room, the project and processes is transparent to the whole organisation (Sacks et al., 2009). 

15. Preventive maintenance of equipment and machines are regularly 
performed, and the records of the maintenance can easily be found on 
site. 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The construction sites did not work with maintenance because they rented equipment. The statement was presently not applicable in 
the house-building sites, opposed to plants where the condition and maintenance should be highly developed (Goodson, 2002).  

16. Suppliers have been chosen early on in the design phase and there 
is a probability of good quality, delivery and cost performance. 
Relevant deliveries are controlled. 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
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Comment: The statement was divergent with two different aspects evaluated. The statement should be broken up into two statements, one 
concerning scheduling and supply integration and another concerning quality. In Lean construction representatives of the whole construction 
process is involved in every stage (Koskela et al., 2002), which motivates early decisions in planning. Together the organisation can choose the 
correct suppliers and they can be involved in the project. Salem et al., (2006) motivates that a requirement of handling variability is checking for 
quality. Controlling deliveries is believed to facilitate the project. 

17. The appropriate stakeholders have been involved in time and 
resource planning. Delivery schedule and the time schedule are 
connected.  

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement could be divided to fit the individual categories better. The first part should be combined with statement 16 and would 
concern scheduling and complexity and variability. The second part of the statement could be combined with parts of statement 18, because they 
both concern scheduling of inventory. 

18. Inventory is kept at the appropriate level in each construction 
phase. Pull scheduling and JIT are used if needed. The delivery 
batches are in appropriate size. 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The scheduling part should be combined with parts of statement 17. The aspects evaluated in the statement are relevant for the 
assessment and Sacks et al. (2009) believes that JIT is a requirement in Lean construction.  

19. The site has the appropriate resources (material, equipment, 
number of workers, etc). The workers are involved in deciding 
equipment. This results in few bottlenecks, people occupied by work. 
Comment: 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement handled two different aspect who both concerned teamwork and motivation. However, the statement would work better 
divided into two separate statements, one supporting scheduling and another supporting condition and maintenance of equipment. It is important 
that employees participate in improvement (Bhasin, 2011), and being able to decide equipment improves functionality for the workers. 
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20. Production materials are brought and stored near where they are 
to be used.   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement was easily maintained by observations, and in some cases communication, and served the RSA well. Unnecessary 
movement increases operational cost (Pakdil & Leonard, 2013). 

21. Material is only moved once in as short distances as possible. The 
material is moved efficiently using appropriate containers, bundles, 
etc. and with the right machines. 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement was easily maintained by observations, and in some cases communication, and served RSA well. Transportation of 
parts does not add value to the project, but increases the operational costs (Pakdil & Leonard, 2013). 

22. The space utilisation is optimal for the construction site.   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement was easily obtained by observations, and in some cases communication, and served the RSA well. Hofacker et al. 
(2008) believes efficient space utilisation to be important. 

23. Work teams are trained, empowered, and involved in problem 
solving and adapt a Lean cultural behaviour. Problems that occur are 
lifted so that the root of the problem and the solution is found. 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement suited all the coupled categories, but the part “adapt a Lean cultural behaviour” is widely ranged and relative perceptions 
can be apprehended. A Lean behaviour is accomplished by performing well in all categories. Otherwise, the statement is relevant and Salem et 
al. (2006) states that problem solving skills prevents faults from reoccurring. 
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24. Employees appear committed to decreasing waste and working 
with continuous improvement.   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement suited both categories well and was important for the assessment, but “working with continuous improvement” is 
widely ranged and a result of many aspect and therefore a category. The main objective of Lean is banishing waste (Shah & Ward, 2007). 

25. Day-to-day management is carried out. The management and 
working teams are united.   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement suited both categories well and was important for the assessment. Bhasin (2011) states the importance of daily 
management by including it in his proposed Lean audit. 

26. There is improvement management with a strategy.   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement suited both categories well and was important for the assessment. Upton & Macadam (1997) claims that visitors should 
determine the improvement strategy during a tour.  

27. The teams and employees are multi-functional, and they can work 
with different things.   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The evaluation was important for determining the flexibility of the project and how the site handled complex situations. Multi-
functional teams are of importance when working with Lean (Malmbrant & Åhlström, 2013). 
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28. Standardisation of material and processes are used on site.   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement was relevant and gave a perception of how the sites decreased the complexity and their cooperation with suppliers. 
Standardisation increases the transparency in construction projects (Salem et al., 2006). Standard operations also facilitate the flexibility of 
projects (ibid.). 

29. Documents (blueprints, etc.) are of high quality and there is no 
waste as a result of badly performed design.   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement was important for evaluating the quality work but was difficult to analyse because the documents were seldom shown, 
and the quality was hard to evaluate from a brief observation. Accurate document decrease the complexity and variability of projects. It is 
important to plan for stable work so that work can be done in a predictable manner (Sacks et al., 2009). High document quality is a requirement 
for keeping up with the schedule. 

30. Evaluations are being conducted to identify wastes. There are 
methods of recognising abnormalities in the processes.   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement involved aspects that were not used on the house-building sites and therefore it was difficult for the people on site to 
understand the statement. However, this is something the industry should improve, and the statement is thereby relevant for the assessment. 
Malmbrandt & Åhlström (2013) finds value stream mapping as an important tool of identifying wastes. 

31. All information is carried out in all languages spoken on site.   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement was relevant for all categories but difficult to determine because foreign workers seldom spoke English. All documents 
were not translated, and if was hard to determine if the appropriate documents were, as they were in foreign languages. Communication is 
important in Lean construction (Salem et al., 2006), which determines the importance of information carried out in all languages. 
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32. You would like to buy/use the facility of the project when it is 
finished.   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Comment: The statement concluded the assessment and abled the assessor to evaluate pros and cons of the categories and project in whole. It 
was difficult to determine in some cases, considering that building costs per square meter were not mentioned, instead the selling price which 
was affected of the land price. 
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5.1.5 Categories 
Which statements the categories are made up, should be added, or should be removed can be 
seen in Table 7. How the categories were determined, by observation, communication, or both, 
can be seen in Table 7. 

5.1.5.1 Customer satisfaction 

Customer satisfaction was mostly determined by communication on site, which resulted in the 
rating was obtained from perceptions of the workers and management. This increased the risk 
of biases and requested communication with many workers, to be able to compare their 
information. It was difficult to communicate with many workers on site, especially as a manager 
was present throughout the tour. Consequently, it could not definitely be determined if the 
workers were accustomed to the customers specified value, which is important in Lean 
construction (Womack & Jones, 2003). The difficulties of freely communicating with 
employees and the lack of prominently posted customer aspects on the sites aggravated the 
evaluation of integration between production and the customer, which Alarcón et al., (2011) 
states can be a barrier of Lean construction adoption. The continuous communication with the 
customers were held by the management at all sites, and the assessment of continuous 
communication was based on conversations with the management. The aggravating 
circumstances made the category difficult to determine. However, all sites would benefit from 
lifting the importance of the customer for everyone on site, though customers play a key role 
throughout projects (Salem et al., 2006), and a general perception of the site’s customer 
satisfaction was developed. The category would have gained credibility if the 3-4 interviews 
were performed, where people of different profession’s perceptions would be combined. 
Additionally, internal customers seemed redundant in analysing customer satisfaction, as it was 
believed to suit teamwork and motivation and management of complexity and variability better. 

5.1.5.2 Safety, environment, cleanliness, and order 

The safety could accurately be determined during the tours, mostly because data was obtained 
through observations. At the sites the companies seemed to fallow the laws, but the safety could 
still be improved. An example of something that should be improved in the house-building 
industry is the prominently posted safety information. At the sites it accomplished the laws, but 
the information is often badly placed and difficult to obtain quickly. This is not appropriate in 
Lean construction, where workers should be reminded regularly of safety issues (Salem et al., 
2006). This is an example of something the RSA can develop in the house-building industry, 
instead of the companies just settling to the present legislation. It is also vital to address safety 
in the assessment, though accidents bring many wastes. Salem et al. (2006) states that a 
requirement of Lean construction is checking the safety. 
 
The environment, cleanliness, and order could also be determined and justly evaluated from 
observations on site. The evaluation was appropriate and good order and cleanliness streamlines 
sites. Salem et al. (2006) emphasises this by stating the importance of order and cleanliness by 
recommending the 5-s technique, which was used to sort, straighten, standardise, shine, and 
sustain the site layout in their project.  
 
In total the category fulfilled its’ purpose and could be evaluated from the site tour. Something 
that could be improved was by specifying statement eight and nine. 

5.1.5.3 Visual management system 

The category could be determined by observing the site. The industry would benefit from 
improving their work with visual management. Salem et al. (2006) used visual management in 
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a case study with good results, while Goodson (2002) states that working with visual work 
instructions, quality, and productivity chart increases the productivity. This was believed to be 
accurate after performing the site tour, because the sites that had adopted visual management 
the most seemed to have the most effective organisations. The visual management could greatly 
improve on all sites and the assessment could thereby develop the house-building industry. 
 
To improve the category some statements should be broken up because they contained data 
about different categories. The site layout plan is considered a visual management tool, and 
statement eleven should therefore be added to the category. All prominently posting statements 
should be combined into one statement and listed under a, b, c…- system, so that the statement 
does not need to be coupled to all categories. 

5.1.5.4 Scheduling system 

The scheduling system was one of the more difficult categories to determine. Goodson (2002) 
states that the best plants rely on a single pacing process. This is difficult to obtain in the house-
building industry, although cooperation in planning and standardised processes can help. 
Another thing that makes the scheduling system difficult to determine is the lengths of 
processes. The processes cannot be timed and compared with the scheduling, during a brief 
visit. This resulted in that many of the statements were determined by communication, 
increasing the risk of biases. However, the category involved appropriate dimension of how the 
schedule had been set. An import aspect of Lean construction is if downstream players are 
involved in upstream decisions (Koskela et al., 2002). None of sites had involved other 
stakeholders in the long-term planning and only some in the short-term planning, underlining 
improvement potential. The sites did not use reverse phase scheduling either, where stakeholder 
are able to increase their cooperation (Salem et al., 2006). By applying these kinds of 
techniques, the house-building industry could be streamlined. By performing the RSA, the 
scheduling system is lifted, and more effective methods can be used in future projects.  
 
Many of the statements coupled with the scheduling system also involved many different 
aspects and categories and should thereby be broken up. This would facilitate the RSA. The 
category would also benefit from the interviews, where different professions and workers will 
communicate how the scheduling has worked. 

5.1.5.5 Levels of inventory, use of space and movement of materials 

The category was mostly determined by observing the site, which decreased the risks of biases. 
The category was well structured, and information gathered by the statements where apparent. 
Assessing the inventory, use of space and movement of materials where appropriate for the 
RSA and showed the sites planning and how they handled the material complexity. Movement 
should be reduced, and material should be placed near their working station for efficiency 
(Goodson, 2002; Salem et al., 2006). 

5.1.5.6 Teamwork and motivation 

Many of the statements of increasing teamwork and motivation should be observable, but the 
lack of prominently postings in the house-building industry made the category harder to 
determine. Goodson (2002) states that prominently posting encouragements, quality measures, 
sustainable development aspects, and more increases the motivation of workers. The lack of 
postings in itself is an evidence that the industry needs to improve in teamwork and motivation, 
but it made it difficult distinguish the sites from each other. It is also important that the workers 
are focused and eager to accomplish goals and visions (Goodson, 2002). The lack of visions 
and goals in the sites made this impossible to analyse, and a perception of some required 
developments needs in the house-building industry was obtained. Consequently, the category 
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was determined from daily management, knowledge of internal customers, and the general 
perception of the workers.  
 
This category would also have benefited from performing the 3-4 interviews. By comparing the 
results of the interviews, the level of agreement in the organisation and the respect between 
instances in the organisation can be determined. It may also be easier for the workers to speak 
their mind when the management is not present. Also, statements two, five, and six should also 
be added to the category, because they are believed to increase teamwork and motivation. 

5.1.5.7 Condition and maintenance of equipment and tools 

Condition and maintenance of equipment was nothing that the companies worked with on site. 
The sites rented their equipment and retailer was responsible for maintenance. However, the 
category highlighted a problem in the house-building industry were bad handling of equipment 
result in waste. Faulty equipment can lead to waiting, excess inventory from the waiting, and 
defects, which are all different types of waste (Liker, 2004). A thorough evaluation, for example 
a master thesis, should be constructed in the category to determine how to best perform 
maintenance of equipment, in accordance to sustainable development. Still, the category is 
believed to fulfil a part in future RSA and should be improved by adding a statement of the 
condition of the equipment. 

5.1.5.8 Management of complexity and variability 

Many of the statements had been assessed in earlier categories, but the management of 
complexity and variability successfully concluded how the sites tried to decrease complexity 
and variability. Construction sites are complex (Hofacker et al., 2008; Salem et al., 2006), and 
therefore it is important to assess how the sites deal with the issues. Daily management and job 
planning increases the transparency and is believed to facilitate the work and decrease the 
complexity of the project. Transparency makes it simpler for the workers to make own decisions 
(Howell, 1999). Koskela et al. (2002) determines that learning should be incorporated in each 
project. The learning is believed to facilitate future projects and therefor decrease the 
complexity. Also, assessing if the workers have participated in problem-solving courses and 
their performance is important, as learning is an important aspect of problem-solving. 
Determining the flexibility of the working teams was appropriate in the assessment, though this 
showed how the sites handled variability. At construction sites the working teams works in 
variable paces where matching the labour to the work is a difficult task (Howell, 1999). By 
having flexible workers, the workers can be moved around if needed to and matching labour is 
therefore simpler.  
 
In total the statements coupled to the category facilitated the assessment, but statement three 
and eleven could be included as well. The category was appropriate for the RSA but could be 
difficult to determine because of many statements were summoned by communication. This 
would have been easier to evaluate if 3-4 interviews had been performed, with people of 
different professions. 

5.1.5.9 Supply chain integration 

The category was very similar to the scheduling system category and should be modified. While 
the scheduling system evaluates how the scheduling has been done the supply chain integration 
should evaluate how the design phase has been performed. It is important to determine if the 
correct stakeholders, installation contractors, sub-contractors, consultants, and project 
management etc. have been involved from the beginning and have cooperated. Koskela et al. 
(2002) determines that it is important to involve downstream instances in upstream decision. 
After performing the RSA this is something that is considered to need improvement, in the 
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house-building industry. Determining the companies’ building systems, prefabrication level, 
level of standardised parts, and if they can affect the suppliers was also an important part of the 
category assessment. Product and processes should be designed together in Lean construction 
(Koskela et al., 2002), and Sacks et al. (2009) states that it is evident to communicate 
standardised processes to the workers, which is believed to be simplified by standardised parts 
and supply chain integration. The last thing the category should analyse is the communication 
between instances, which could be improved in the house-building industry. However, many 
of the statements coupled to the category concern the correct fields of work but need to be 
specified. The category would also benefit from comparing the 3-4 interviews and being 
assessed afterwards. 

5.1.5.10 Commitment to quality 

Breaking quality and continuous improvement into two categories was successful and the two 
categories fulfilled important parts of the RSA separately. The statements belonging to the 
category fulfilled their purpose and illuminated things to improve in the house-building 
industry. The category was repetitive of many earlier determined aspects but focused more on 
how these aspects affected the quality. Malmbrandt & Åhlström (2013) determines that the 
quality should be obtained from the start of projects and that the workers that perform the 
operations are firstly responsible for the quality. Therefore, it is important to lift the importance 
of quality in the organisation, so that every worker wants to contribute.  
 
However, the lack of visual management tools, which Goodson (2002) finds to be an important 
part of commitment to quality, resulted in the analyse being mostly conducted from 
communication. Performing interviews after the site tour and comparing them would have 
facilitated the evaluation of commitment to quality in the organisation. Statement 13 should 
also be addressed in the quality assessment and another statement concerning defects and 
rework should be added to the RSA. 

5.1.5.11 Commitment to continuous improvement 

The category assessment was important in the RSA and the performed RSAs demonstrated 
something that the house-building industry needed to improve in, where continuous 
improvement is a requirement of Lean construction (Alarcón, 2014) . Commitment to 
continuous improvement is essential for development, which Upton & Macadam (1997), 
Bhasin (2011), and Hofacker et al. (2008) includes as categories in their assessment tools. 
Malmbrandt & Åhlström (2013) and Goodson (2002) also point out that commitment to 
continuous improvement is important. Therefore, the category was considered important for the 
assessment. 
 
The category was mostly determined from communication because of the lack of visual 
management tools in the house-building industry. The lack of prominently postings determined 
that the sites would not receive a good rating but made it harder obtain a precise rating. Only 
basing the evaluation on communication increased the possibility of biases. However, the sites 
felt honest of their lack of commitment to continuous improvement and reasonable ratings were 
obtained. If the 3-4 interviews had been conducted after the tour the assessment of continuous 
improvement could be further developed from different professions’ perceptions in the 
commitment to continuous improvement on site. 
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6 Discussion 

6.1 Criticism 

Even though the master thesis has been thoroughly planned there are some obvious issues to 
discuss regarding the research process and the findings. 
 
Firstly, experience by the assessor in plant assessment, such as the Rapid Plant Assessment 
(RPA) (Goodson, 2002), would have added credibility to the master thesis. The assessors’ RPA 
experience was limited, as the knowledge in plants. An experienced assessor could have 
developed an understanding of how to improve operations at construction sites. Best practices 
could have then been transformed to fit the construction industry, and the assessor would have 
had a better understanding to develop the new assessment tool, Rapid Site Assessment (RSA). 
 
The development and performance process of the RSA has generated a broader knowledge in 
house-building. The credibility of the thesis could also have been increased if the assessor 
would have had more experience and understanding of the contextual setting. The experience 
level of the author in the beginning of the project was limited, and the knowledge in the industry 
has been solely obtained through education at Luleå University of Technology and the literature 
review. With greater understanding of the context, the assessor would know what to expect at 
sites, and therefore could have had a greater chance of developing an applicable tool in a shorter 
time. To cope with the problematics, the workshop, provided by professor Rudberg, has been 
used as experience feedback and there has been a professional cooperation with the project 
supervisor as well as other researchers at the Construction Management and Building 
Technology research group at Luleå University of technology. 
 
During the process knowledge have been gathered through field work. Considering the 
knowledge obtained after all six site visits, the first sites could have been evaluated differently. 
For example, by the later RSA the assessor had increased the knowledge in safety and order 
and was much better at observing and evaluating the second category. Since the assessor did 
not have any experience during the first RSA performances, the ratings were a result of the 
assessor’s general expectations of house-building sites. After six sites visits the general 
perception of an average house-building site has been refined. If the visits were to be done again 
the ratings would probably be altered. This is also mentioned by Goodson (2002) were 
experience from an industry is considered crucial for correct evaluation.  
 
The master thesis was performed independently but could have benefitted from being 
developed with a partner. Much of the project has been analysing the RPA and the additional 
tools and then converting them into a new tool for the construction industry. By analysing and 
discussing the information the RSA could have been more effective from the start, and the 
transformation had been easier to perform. Discussing problems and information often brings 
new approaches and angels and results in a more thorough investigation. However, by studying 
the process solely and using coaching, by Jarkko Erikshammar (see Method), it has been easier 
to isolate bias. 
 
A further benefit from performing the master thesis with a partner could be during the site visits. 
A first it was difficult remembering all the statements and categories, and some where easily 
missed. By performing the visits together with someone the likelihood of information being 
missed would have been decreased (Hofacker et al., 2008). Being multiple assessors also 
increases the possibility of speaking with many employees (ibid.), which would increase the 
credibility of the individual RSA performances. 
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The house-building sites that were visited were different; industrialised house-builders, sites 
with high levels of prefabrication, and sites with traditional production. The production 
strategies are different and makes the application of Lean Construction different. Therefore, it 
would be better to compare sites with the same production strategy with each other. The general 
perception of house-building sites obtained during the master thesis is developed from variable 
production strategies. The sites differed also in degree of sub-contracting. However, the sites 
could still be compared since the degree of sub-contracting is not only dependent of the 
production strategy.  
 
The complexity of the sites is dependent of the production phase. The house-building sites were 
in different phases of their project, which made it difficult to compare them. The information 
observed on the sites, for example safety, order, and inventory, were differently complex 
depending on the building phase. However, this was not seen as a major problem because the 
aim of the RSA is evaluating the current site. Also, by assessing the current site, clues of how 
the site would function in the future could be obtained. 
 
The interviews after the visits were held with different professions at the sites. Different 
professions are accustomed to different perceptions which generated different types of data 
from the interviews. This made the interviews and sites difficult to compare. If the interviewees 
had the same profession the results would have been more comparable and increased the 
credibility of the results of the interviews. The interviewees were in some cases concerned of 
their own and company’s reputation which increased the risk of them hiding something or not 
telling the complete truth. This risk was decreased by keeping both companies and interviewees 
anonymous, but occasionally there was a feeling of retention. 
 
Site A and site B were sites of the same company. Consequently, the assessor had a general 
expectation of the site and company when arriving at the site B. This could develop bias, but 
the assessor strictly performed the RSA as attempted, to decrease this risk. The pilot site and 
site D were the same site and the assessor already had much knowledge when coming back the 
second time. This made RSA test in site D difficult, but a credible RSA was still performed by 
fallowing the RSA instructions strictly. The two visits were also months apart, so things had 
developed on site. 
 
The foundation of the RSA is the RPA, which is repetitive in the different categories. The same 
questions are used in different categories which results in information being repeated. 
Consequently, the same problem occurs in the RSA, and at times it can be confusing and could 
result in a decreased credibility comprehension of the reader. However, the questions in the 
RPA and the statements in the RSA, are analysed differently in accordance to the categories 
and affects the categories differently. The repetitive questions and statements show that many 
categories are closely related and affect each other. 

6.2 Future research 

The RSA should be further developed in the future. The refined RSA, with interviews, have not 
been tested and thereby not evaluated. The assessment tool would also benefit from other 
assessors than the author and their opinions. Other researchers could develop the RSA to 
increase the credibility of the tools. The RSA could be refined with other categories, and thereby 
reduce repetition of aspects. 
 
Another interesting development would be to test the RSA in other types of construction sites. 
Other types of construction sites may need to be determined with other assessment tools. If that 
is the case it would be interesting to develop a few types of RSA’s, that can be applied in 
different types of construction sites. 
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Assessment tools like the RPA (Goodson, 2002) have key indicators coupled to economic 
aspects, so an economical assessment can be performed as well. It would be interesting to 
research if economical key indicators can be used with the RSA to evaluate the economy of 
sites. If the cost of the categories could be determined, it would be easier to develop an 
improvement strategy. 
 
Virtual design and construction (VDC) is developing within the construction industry, and more 
companies are starting to apply the techniques. It would be interesting adapting the RSA to 
VDC and analysing if the RSA could be an assessment tool of VDC. The RSA could probably 
be formed to determine the level of VDC. 
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7 Conclusion 

7.1 Research question 1 

Is it possible to use the RPA, by combining it with other assessment tools, for assessing 
construction sites? 
 
The research has shown that it is possible to assess a construction site by combining existing 
assessment tools and applying them in construction. The results have indicated that thorough 
construction assessments likely could be performed if the Rapid Site Assessment (RSA) was 
developed with additional interviews. 

7.2 Research question 2 

Can an assessment be performed from a brief site tour of approximately an hour? 
 
The RSA consisting of only a one-hour tour was believed to be accurate, but not sufficiently 
informative to develop an improvement strategy from. The information obtained was believed 
not be thorough enough. To obtain more data additional interviews should be held after the site 
tour. Consequently, the RSA cannot be performed from a brief tour of an hour.  

7.3 Research question 3 

Can the developed assessment tool generate reliable ratings, considering the complexity of 
construction sites?  
 
By including interviews in the RSA, the tool will probably be able to generate reliable ratings. 
The tour and interviews will be used to obtain a lot of information. By having a team of 
assessors observe and communicate with site workers and thereafter interviewing the site 
manager, site foreman, main contractor worker, and a sub-contractor worker, the RSA can 
generate credible ratings and reduce bias. 

7.4 Research question 4 

Can the construction site develop an improvement strategy after performing an RSA? 
 
When performing the RSA with interviews the construction site is believed to be able to develop 
an improvement strategy. The categories form a clear foundation and what needs to be 
improved can easily be seen. The RSA is believed to be accurate in highlighting the biggest 
drawbacks of the site, and thereby an improvement strategy can be developed. 
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Appendix A 

Rapid Site Assessment (RSA) 
 
Purpose 
The purpose of the RSA is evaluating the performance of a constructions site from a brief tour 
and 3-4 interviews with people working on the site. By assessing the site, strengths and 
weakness will be found. The RSA is performed in a cooperation, between a team of assessors 
and the constructions site. Afterwards the organisation and construction companies should be 
able to determine the categories they need to improve in and what to decide on in their 
improvement strategy. 
 
Team 
Preferably the RSA is performed in a team, where the different team members have different 
specialties. The members will then focus on their categories. Performing the RSA in a team 
decreases biases and facilitates observations, communication and remembering the site. By 
using specialist, the credibility of the RSA is increased. 
 
Method 
The RSA consist of a site tour and 3-4 interviews. During the assessment 38 statements are 
considered, which are coupled to eleven different categories. The categories are individually 
rated and can then be concluded in a total rating of the site. 
 
Site tour 
The RSA is performed by taking a brief tour of the constructions site. The team should know 
and remember the statements and categories of the tool, while assessing the constructions site. 
Still, it is important to keep an open mind because additional information can be learnt. The 
tour should at the most take an hour. During the tour the site will be observed, and the team 
will communicate with management and workers.  
 
Interviews 
Additional to the site tour, 3-4 interviews should be performed by the assessment team. The 
interviewees should be with the site manager, a site foreman, a main contractor worker, and a 
worker from the sub-contractor, if sub-contractors are procured. 
 
During the interviews the same statements and categories should be determined as in the site 
tour. The interviews are held to summon more people’s perceptions of the construction site. By 
analysing and comparing the interviewee’s answers it can be determined the level of agreement 
in the organisation. Many of the statements and categories are difficult to determine from only 
observations, and during the site tour it is hard to find the time to communicate with many 
people. Therefore, performing the 3-4 interviews decreases the risk of biases. 
 
It is important that the interviewees know why they are being interviewed. They need to 
understand that the interviews are held to improve the organisation and that the way of 
contributing is communicating the truth. The management needs to pick interviewees that they 
believe will answer honestly and are not afraid of speaking their mind. It is also important that 
all interviewees feel that they can speak freely without getting punished. Here the management 
has an important role in encouraging and clarifying that they want everyone to speak their mind, 
regardless if it is positive or negative feedback. Without it, the RSA will not perform as 
intendent and it will be more difficult developing an improvement strategy. 
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Rating 
After the site tour and interviews are finished the team will fill in the statement sheet. The 
statements are linked to the categories and can be rated from one to five, Table 1.  
 
Table 1, Rating of the statements. 

Rating Perception 
1 Agree to 0 % 
2 Agree to 25 % 
3 Agree to 50 % 
4 Agree to 75 % 
5 Agree to 100 % 

 
After the statement sheet is filled in all individual categories should be rated. The ratings from 
the statement sheets are used as reminders. This makes it possible to a perform a more exact 
rating of each category. The individual statements will be of different importance in different 
sites, depending on the complexity and size of the construction projects. Each category will be 
evaluated from “no adoption” to “Exceptional” in seven steps, Table 2.  
 
Table 2, Rating of categories. 

Points Rating Description 

1 No 
adoption 

There	is	no	adoption	of	Lean.	No	of	the	statements	were	agreed	
upon. 

2 Planning The	construction	site	has	started	searching	for	proper	tools	and	
methods	and	adapting	to	Lean.		

3 General 
awareness 

Informal	approach	in	a	few	areas	with	varying	degrees	of	
effectiveness. 

4 Systematic 
approach 

Most	statements	are	utilised,	but	at	varying	stages.	
Experimentation	using	more	tools	and	methods	and	employees	
are	adapting	more	of	a	Lean	behaviour. 

5 Holistic 
approach All	areas	involved,	but	at	varying	stages. 

6 On-going 
refinement  

All	areas	are	involved	at	a	Lean	construction	level	and	
improvement	gains	are	sustained.	

7 Exceptional 

All	areas	are	involved	at	an	advanced	level.	Improvement	gains	
are	sustained	and	challenged	systematically.	Innovative	
solutions	to	common	problems,	recognized	as	best	practice/role	
model. 

 
After evaluating all categories, the points can be added up, and a rating for the entire project is 
summoned, Table 3.  
 
Table 3, Ratings of the entire project. 

Total number of points Rating 
11-16 No adoption 
17-27 Planning 
28-38 General awareness 
39-49 Systematic approach 
50-60 Holistic approach 
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61-71 On-going refinement  
72-77 Exceptional 

 
Categories 
1. Customer satisfaction 
(Statements: 1, 3, 4, 8a, 37, 38) 
The customer satisfaction category determines how the construction projects handles their 
clients and how integrated the Lean customer philosophy is in the organisation. In Lean 
construction it is vital to have a close cooperation with customers and being able to adapt to 
problems and changes. Moreover, every employee and team in the organisation should know 
what the client values. There can be many different contractors working on the same 
construction project and they all need to understand the customers’ needs. Sites that implement 
a philosophical customer Lean approach tend to appreciate visitors and ensures that the visitors 
are satisfied with their visit. By communicating with different employees, it is possible to obtain 
an understanding if the costumers needs have been lifted throughout the organisation. There 
should be similarities between the project’s goals and the customers’ requirements. Devotion 
to customer satisfaction is also shown by prominently posting customer ratings, for instance in 
the building barracks and the lunch room.  
 
2. Safety, environment, cleanliness, and order 
(Statements: 1, 5, 6, 8b, 10, 11, 12, 37, 38) 
By observing the site, which is all facilities on site, it is possible to identify if the site generally 
is clean, safe and in order. For everything to run smoothly at the site it is evident that building 
barracks, the site, and storage units and containers are in order, so that material can be easily 
found and do not hinder movement. There should be visual layouts and signs that facilitates 
finding the material, equipment and machines. All material should be treated with equal care 
and material should not be lost. The site should be clean, though this brings motivation to the 
employees and generates more pride and satisfaction. 
 
It is important that the construction site is safe because injuries and casualties result in many 
Lean wastes, as well as badly affecting many lives. Therefore, it is significant that roads, 
hazardous zones, shafts and excavations are marked to keep employees from falling down, 
being in the way of, or getting hit by machines. There should be safety action plans and escape 
roots and safety equipment should easily be found. Everyone working at the site should have 
the correct safety equipment for their job. Sharp objects, objects that are easy to get hit by, and 
areas where you are able to fall down should be dealt with. Employees should regularly be 
reminded of the risks and safety. Many things concerning safety can be observed, but it is also 
possible to communicate with the employees about safety. Try to determine if there have been 
any accidents, and in that case why. 
 
3. Visual management system 
(Statements: 7, 8, 12, 14, 15, 17, 37, 38) 
Visual management systems are effective ways of streamlining construction projects and can 
be used throughout the site. Some kinds of visual management systems that should be used are 
visual work instruction and job planning, quality and productive charts, mobile signs on site, 
and milestones through the project. Other types of visual management systems to look for are 
Kanban, vacations schedules, and boards displaying current progress. Displaying previous 
mentioned management systems will increase productivity. By observing the site, it is possible 
to obtain an assumption of how well it is being performed. It is also important to communicate 
with the employees so that it can be determined how they perceive the visual management. 
 
4. Scheduling system 
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(Statements: 9, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, 22, 37, 38) 
One of the most important things to evaluate when considering the scheduling system is if 
downstream stakeholders are involved in upstream decisions. Therefore, it should be assessed 
how the schedule is set, if it has been done together with all contractors. For the construction 
site to function well the processes should have resources so that their pace is approximately the 
same. If the schedule is determined together by the contractors, time can be saved, unnecessary 
inventory can be avoided, quality will improve, and down time will reduce. By communicating 
with the different teams, contractors and management it can be determined how the scheduling 
has been done. Communicating with the employees will also give an understanding of the 
delivery and time schedule and if they are connected. 
 
5. Levels of inventory, use of space and movement of materials  
(Statements: 7, 12, 19, 21, 24, 25, 26, 37, 38) 
Levels of inventory should be kept at a minimum, which can be done using pull scheduling and 
JIT. Excessive inventories result in waste. The most efficient way of ordering the material to 
the workstation is by Kanban, where the material is delivered exactly when needed. By 
observing the inventory, it can be determined how many weeks of material that is on site. If 
material that is supposed to be used a long time ahead already is delivered the planning is 
inefficient. If the deliveries are pulled from the suppliers, the time and delivery schedule are 
connected, and the production uses Kanban scheduling to each work station, the project has 
potential of being very successful in levels of inventory. 
 
In construction the assembly workstations are moved through the product and storage areas can 
be small. Therefore, it is important to have a storage plan. If the material needs to be moved 
many times, and back and forth, the planning is mediocre, and will result in inefficiency. The 
material should only be moved once and stored as close to its’ workstation as possible. When 
the material is moved it should be done efficiently in the appropriate sizes with suitable 
machines. Construction sites can often be crowded so the space utilisation needs to be 
appropriate. The best way to evaluate the use of space and movement of materials is observing 
when it is being done. By talking to the crane driver and the employees receiving the deliveries 
it is possible to gain an understanding of how the material is dealt with. 
 
6. Teamwork and motivation 
(Statements: 2, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 20, 22, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30, 36, 37, 38) 
Motivated employees will improve the performance of the construction project and the 
motivation can be determined by speaking with the staff. If the workers are motivated, they will 
gladly talk to visitors and will be proud of the project. They will also show eagerness in 
accomplishing goals of productivity and quality. Sites that are working with increasing 
teamwork and motivation have other observable signs. There should be poster encouraging 
teamwork, containing performance of group training, quality, and productivity improvements, 
on the site. The construction site will also organise group activities to increase teamwork. A 
clean and orderly environment will increase motivation, so category 2. Safety, environment, 
cleanliness, and order, can be taken under consideration when evaluating teamwork and 
motivation. All working teams on site should be united and teamwork and motivation should 
be increased with daily management. With highly motivated employees committed to 
teamwork new ideas will be supported which will banish the waste unused employee creativity. 
Motivation usually increases when all employees have the chance to influence and contribute. 
 
7. Condition and maintenance of equipment and tools 
(Statements: 17, 23, 37, 38) 
Equipment and machines are the most effective if they are properly maintained. Non-properly 
performed maintenance can result in faulty equipment and machines and lead to waiting, which 
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is waste. Tools at well-functioning constructions site should therefore have total preventive 
maintenance. The maintenance should be scheduled, and the worker should be able to access 
the schedule. Thereby, the employees know when the maintenance will occur. The purchase 
and maintenance date should be printed on the equipment, letting the workers know that the 
company cares about the equipment. Another thing to consider is how warn the machinery 
looks. By communicating with the employees an assumption can be made of how well the 
equipment are maintained and how well they work. A last thing to consider when evaluating 
the equipment is if the personal are included in choosing machinery. 
 
8. Management of complexity and variability 
(Statements: 2, 3, 4, 9, 12, 14, 27, 29, 31, 32, 37, 38) 
Management of complexity and variability is important to evaluate because of the complex 
nature of construction. In best Lean construction sites fail-safe methods are being used. Except 
such methods, management of complexity and variability can be difficult to determine. By 
observing the parts that are used in the construction and recognising if the same parts are used 
several times, an understanding of how the project deals with standardisation can be 
apprehended. Standardisation is not only considering the material, processes can be 
standardised as well. The degree of standardisation can be determined by speaking with the 
workers and management. It can also determine how the working teams are trained in problem 
solving, which is a way of dealing with complexity. In some cases, complexity should be 
handled by using accurate job planning, especially in the most difficult phases. Adequate 
documents are also necessity of successful construction sites. Variability is difficult to handle 
in construction, but there are some techniques. A method of dealing with the variability is using 
backlog. If backlog is used the working teams and individuals need to be multi-functional. In 
that case it is also possible to have a buffer with excessive capacity in the working teams. This 
method of dealing with variability can be hard to observe but can be summoned by speaking 
with the personal and management. 
 
9. Supply chain integration 
(Statements: 18, 20, 32, 36, 37, 38) 
By selecting appropriate suppliers early on in the design phase of the project the complexity 
can decrease. The management should aim to work with as few suppliers as possible, because 
this makes the project simpler to manage. Suppliers could themselves be responsible for 
delivering materials when the construction site needs them. The deliveries could be managed 
by third-part logistics. The number of suppliers can be seen by examining the inventory. The 
design phase should be performed together where all stakeholders are able to streamline and 
improve the design. This will increase the productivity in the project, because the faults in the 
design will decrease. A cooperation were all instances of the project are able to effect will 
increase the quality of the design phase. Another way of supply chain integration could be using 
the same suppliers, consultants and sub-contractors in many succeeding projects, and in that 
way creating a relationship. Together the building company and stakeholders can develop parts 
that are standardised. 
 
10. Commitment to quality 
(Statements: 8, 13, 14, 21, 33, 35, 37, 38) 
The best construction sites strive for obtaining excellent quality. Construction sites where 
performance measures, customer satisfaction and quality are prominently posted, and the staff 
is proud of the quality work tend to have commitment to quality. Throughout the site work 
instructions, production levels, safety and vacation schedule should be able to obtain and 
observe. Inspections performed during the project can also determine the company’s quality 
commitment. A last factor to consider is defects and rework, where the best sites have none. By 
communicating with employees their commitment to quality can be learnt. 
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11. Commitment to continuous improvements 
(Statements: 8, 27, 28, 30, 34, 37, 38) 
The best sites have total commitment to continuous improvements and have an improvement 
strategy. Sites that are committed to continuous improvements also want to banish all wastes, 
and problems that occur are not hidden. Instead, it is determined why the problem occurred and 
a solution is developed. The commitment can be determined by communicating with employees 
and observing the site. 
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Statement sheet 
Nr. Statement 1 2 3 4 5 
1. Visitors are welcomed and given information about the site layout, workforce, customers, safety, and 

construction. • • • • • 
       
2. All work teams are aware of the internal clients’ needs. • • • • • 
       
3. All work teams are aware of external clients’ needs. • • • • • 
       
4. There is continuous communication with clients throughout the project and flexibility to adapt to changed 

requests.  • • • • • 
       
5. The site is safe. Examples of safety issues to consider: personal safety equipment; other safety equipment e. 

g. first-aid-kits, fire extinguishers, etc.; escape roots; hazard prevention at risk zones, shafts, excavations, 
high platforms, etc. 

• • • • • 

       
6. The site is clean, and orderly. The light condition, air quality and noise level are appropriate in the current 

phase. • • • • • 
       
7. Inventory, tools, and machines can be located and identified with visual labelling systems and site layout 

plan. The material is stored appropriately. • • • • • 
       
8. The following visual management aspects are prominently posted on site:      
 a) Customer satisfaction ratings • • • • • 
 b) Safety • • • • • 
 c) Quality • • • • • 
 d) Charts of productivity • • • • • 
 e) Problem-solving • • • • • 
 f) Performance measure • • • • • 
 g) Up-to-date project goals • • • • • 
 h) Company visions • • • • • 
 i) Teamwork encouragements • • • • • 
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 j) Vacation scheduling • • • • • 
       
9. Key project characteristics have been identified. Risk analysis have been carried out and linked to the 

schedule. The risks are shared with the whole organisation. • • • • • 
       
10. Safety risk analysis have been carried out. The risks are shared with the whole organisation. • • • • • 
       
11. Construction disposals are separated, and hazardous disposals are correctly taken care of. • • • • • 
       
12. The site layout plan is appropriate to the project. It is updated throughout the project, if necessary. The area 

surrounding the site have been evaluated, if necessary. • • • • • 
       
13. Quality inspections are performed continuously throughout the project. • • • • • 
       
14. Work instructions, job planning and product quality specifications can easily be located on site. • • • • • 
       
15. The current state of the operations and deliveries can be viewed from a central control room, on a status 

board or computer display.  • • • • • 
       
16. The project is in time according to the schedule. • • • • • 
       
17. Preventive maintenance of equipment and machines are regularly performed, and the records of the 

maintenance can easily be found on site. • • • • • 
       
18. Suppliers have been chosen early on in the design phase and there is a probability of good quality, delivery 

and cost performance.  • • • • • 
       
19. Delivery schedule and the time schedule are connected. Inventory is kept at the appropriate level in each 

construction phase. Pull scheduling and JIT are used if needed. • • • • • 
       
20. The appropriate stakeholders have been involved in the time and resource scheduling. • • • • • 
       
21. The delivery batches are in appropriate size. Relevant deliveries are controlled. • • • • • 
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22. The site has the appropriate resources (material, equipment, number of workers, etc). This results in few 

bottlenecks and people occupied by work. • • • • • 
       
23. The workers are involved in deciding equipment. The equipment are in good condition. • • • • • 
       
24. Production materials are brought and stored near where they are to be used. • • • • • 
       
25. Material is only moved once in as short distances as possible. The material is moved efficiently using 

appropriate containers, bundles, etc. and with the right machines. • • • • • 
       
26. The space utilisation is optimal for the construction site. • • • • • 
       
27. Work teams are trained, empowered, and involved in problem-solving. Problems that occur are lifted so that 

the root of the problem and the solution is found. • • • • • 
       
28. Employees appear committed of decreasing wastes. • • • • • 
       
29. Day-to-day management is carried out. The management and working teams are united. • • • • • 
       
30. There is improvement management with a strategy. • • • • • 
       
31. The teams and employees are multi-functional, and they can work with different things. • • • • • 
       
32. Standardisation of material and processes are used on site.  • • • • • 
       
33. Documents (blueprints, etc.) are of high quality and there is no waste as a result of badly performed design. • • • • • 
       
34. Evaluations are being conducted to identify wastes. There are methods of recognising abnormalities in the 

processes. • • • • • 
       
35. Defects and rework are avoided on site.  • • • • • 
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36. The appropriate stakeholders have been involved in the design phase. The communication and cooperation 
has resulted in an effective project. • • • • • 

       
37. All information is carried out in all languages spoken on site. • • • • • 
       
38. You would like to buy/use the facility of the project when it is finished. • • • • • 
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Rating sheet 

Category Statements 
No adoption 
(1) 

Planning 
(2) 

General 
awareness 
(3) 

Systematic 
approach 
(4) 

Holistic 
approach 
(5) 

On-going 
refinement 
(6) 

Exceptional 
(7) Points 

1. Customer satisfaction 1, 3, 4, 8a, 37, 
38 

        

2. Safety, environment, cleanliness, and order 1, 5, 6, 8b, 10, 
11, 12, 37, 38 

        

3. Visual management system 7, 8, 12, 14, 15, 
17, 37, 38 

        

4. Scheduling system 9, 15, 16, 18, 19, 
20, 22, 37, 38 

        

5. Levels of inventory, use of space and 
movement of materials 

7, 12, 19, 21, 24, 
25, 26, 37, 38 

        

6. Teamwork and motivation 

2, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 
20, 22, 23, 27, 
28, 29, 30, 36, 

37, 38 

        

7. Condition and maintenance of equipment and 
tools 17, 23, 37, 38 

        

8. Management of complexity and variability 
2, 3, 4, 9, 12, 14, 

27, 29, 31, 32, 
37, 38 

        

9. Supply chain integration 18, 20, 32, 36, 
37, 38 

        

10. Commitment to quality 8, 13, 14, 21, 33, 
35, 37, 38 

        

11. Commitment to continuous improvements 8, 27, 28, 30, 34, 
37, 38 

        

        Total:  

 


